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1 ,ov1aa· d 
ING Two Xavier stu · ~nts 
·· w robbed at gunpomt 
From left; junior Katie Shriver, sophomo~es Michelle Kro_ger 
and Becky Ruohonenbuildthe'R~sicttince Hall A5sociation · : · 
float. Throughdonations from alumni and corporate · 
sponso.rs, student groups were given starting suppliesto 
build.floatS·for,Saturday's parade; The group with the· best'. 
float wins $1,000. ·;. · · · , \ · · 
WEDNESDAY .. 
>-Jazz -The Terrace Room· 
in the. University Center will 
accommodate the Jazz Festival 
on Wednesday from 9-11 p.m. 
sophomore Dan Root and his · · 
band will provide the music in 
a cafe-style atmosphere. 
. THURSDAY 
>-"Superstar'' -;- Thursday 
night features the Xavier 
Players' production of "Jesus 
Christ Superstar." The show 
begins at 8 p.m. in the theatre. 
Free coffee will be availabe 
from 7-8 p.m. and attendees 
are encouraged to don their 
'70s disco attire. 
FRIDAY 
>-Comedyfest - Com-
edyfest begins at 9 p.m. in the 
cafeteria. Comedians Michael 
Winslow (the "Man of a 
Thousand Voices" from the · 
"Police Academy" movies) and 
Tammy PescatelH will be · 
performing. Admission is $3. 
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$ATU.RDAY .· ... 
· · >Ra~io - Qto2 will . 
begin playing on.the residen- . · 
tial inall at 9 a.m. 
>Pancakes - A free 
pancake breakfast, begfoning 
at 9:30 a.m. in the O'Connor 
Sports Center gym, will feature 
a vaudeville show by alumni. 
>-Run - The "All for 
One" SK Classic begins at .1 1 ". 
a.m. on Victory Parkway. 
>-Parade - The parade 
will make its way :down 
. Victory Parkway starting at 
11 :05 a.m on Victory and Dana 
Avenues. About 70 entries will 
take part, including three high 
school marching bands. 
_ >-Game - At 2 p.m., the 
men's basketball team will take 
on Chicago State at the 
Cincinnati· Gardens. 
>-Dance - Omni Nether-
lands Hotel is the site of the · 
dance from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Tickets are $10 from the SAC 
office this week or $15 at the 
door. 
NEWS: 
Freshm~n, Senate. election 
reaches Closure. 
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Incident occurred near Gardens after gqme 
BY KARA BENKEN 
·Managing Editor 
Two Xavier students were 
robbed at gunpoint last Wednesday 
after leaving the men's basketball 
game at the Cincinnati Gardens. 
At 9: 15 p.m.; sophomores 
Patrick Riester and Kevin Carpen-
ter walked from the Gardens to 
Carpenter's car, parked on Rhode 
Island Avenue. 
Riester was getting into the pas-
senger side of the car when two ju-
·veniles, approximately 12 or 13 
years old, approached the vehicle 
and requested change for a dollar. 
Riest~r closed the door as he told 
the individuals. he had no change. 
One of the suspects then opened the 
car door and told both of the stu-
. dents to get out of the car. 
The suspect brandish.ed a fire-
arm and demanded the students' 
wallets. 
"They took everything and just 
ran off," said Riester. "I was scared, 
but there was nothing I could have 
done." 
The two students reported the 
crime to an officer directing traffic 
at the end of the street.. Two non-
students were already reporting a 
similar crime to the officer. 
Riester and Carpenter were able 
to recover their wallets after trac-
ing the path of the suspects, locat-
ing the wallets at the bottom of a 
staircase. 
Combined, over $70 was stolen 
from the two students, but the sus-
pects left their credit cards and li-
censes. 
Buses were not available to 
transport students to preseason 
games but will be available for 
home games during the regular sea-
son. 
Riester will still attend games, 
but said he will probabJy take the 
bus rather than drive. <Tl 
Carpenter· was unavailable for 
comment, as he was in Indianapo-
lis for the opening game against 
Butler Tuesday. 
Police at the scene recom-
mended that students .park in the 
lots near the Gardens if they decide 
to drive to the games, saying spend~ 
ing the extra money is worth being 
safe. 
The case is still under investiga-
tion. Cincinnati police did not re-
turn The Newswire's phone calls . 
Group protests U.S. policy 
StudcJJ,ts._t,rq.yel {9 G~qrgiq·for demonstration 
. \ '•. .. . . . . 
BY SARAH. KELLEY· to do something about i.t," sai~jun-
. . : . World News Editor . . ... · ior Stephanie Przybysz, president of. 
- . 'Xavier students ·will be doing - Amnesty International. . 
their part this weekend to speak out At the p~otest, everyone will be 
agairist injustice by participating in · · given a cross to wear which bears 
a protest against the School of the name of a person killed by a 
Americas. graduate of the School of Ameri-
The group of 45 students partici- cas. The event is intended to be a 
pating in the.protest is scheduled to peaceful protest. 
leave Friday .for the event, which Starting at noon on Sunday, 
will take place on Sunday. The pro- some protesters will begin crossing 
test is going to be at the site of the· the line onto the school grounds, 
school in Ft. Benning, Ga. which is considered an act of civil 
Xavier University's Amnesty disobedience. Some of these pro-
International is sponsoring the trip. testers may be arrested, processed 
"I feel the school is a terrible and let go the same day. 
injustice, which is why I am going The School. of Americas was 
founded in Panama, in 1946, by the 
U.S. government. The initial rea-
son for the project was to stop .the 
spread of communism. 
In 1986, the school moved to the 
United States. Since that time, over 
6,000 soldiers from Latin America 
have been trained in combat, com-
mander tactics, military intelligence 
and torture techniques. 
The school. is limited. solely to 
Latin American military and most 
classes are taught in Spanish. 
The main purpose of the School 
of Americas today is to keep good 
relations within the Americas and 
See Protest, Page 3 
Xavier struggles to beat Butler 
BY MATI MADGES 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Xavier men's basketball 
team defeated Butler last night in 
its season opener 73-66, but the 
victory was far from impressive. 
Sophomore· Maurice McAfee 
came .off the bench to score 18 
points in the first half, just eight less 
than the entire Butler team. With 
numbers like these from a reserve, 
most would think that Xavier had . 
dominated .the half and possessed 
a substantial lead entering the in-
termission - but this couldn't have 
OP-ED: 
Action, not words key 
for Iraqi resolution . 
PAGES 
been further from the truth. 
Xavier n.eeded a 14-3 run, 
capped off by a McAfee three-
pointer at the buzzer, in the last six 
minutes of the first half to enter the 
locker room with a: 28-26 lead. 
"It's shocking we were still in 
the game," said Prosser. "Thank 
goodness McAfee came off the 
bench and played well for us or we 
would have been down 10 at half." 
SPORTS: 
Women's basketball 
beats Wright State 89-57 
PAGE 14 
The men regrouped and came 
out much stronger· in the second 
half .. Senior Lenny Brown, who 
scored three field goals early on, 
sparked the team. After starting the 
game, Brown didn't play much of 
the first half after picking up two 
early fouls. Brown finished the 
game with 12 points. 
Also improving was senior 
James Posey who recorded 13 of his 
15 points in the second half. Posey 
also led the team with 12 rebounds. 
McAfee was the game's leading 
scorer by recording 20 points. 
DIVERSIONS: 
'Superstar' shines in 
Xavier's theatre 
PAGE 16 
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>News Room: 745-3122 · >E-mail: NEWs@xavier.xu.edu 
Bowl tournament'·:·· 
. . ' . . . ' 
Xavier's CollegeBowl Intramural.Tournament will. take place 
on Saturday, Dec. 5. The College Bowl is a q'uestion-and-answer 
game played between two teams of four players covering topics 
including history, math, science and .current events. From this tour-
nament, Xavier's varsity team will be picked for the Association of 
College Unions-International (ACU-I) Region 7 College Bowl Tour-
nament to be held in late February. Teams may consist of up to 
four players, Indivi.dual registrants will be grouped together with 
other individuals to form a team. Call James Miller, associate di-
rector of Student Services, at 745-3205 with questions. 
Managelllent grant 
Xavier was selected as one of six universities nationwide to re-
ceive a grant to host a "Risk Manager in Residence" program. The 
$2,500 grant from the Spencer Educational Foundation, Inc. was 
awarded to the Williams College of Business to give students the 
opportunity to interact with riskmanagement professionals and see 
how the risk management discipline is applied outside of academia. 
For more information, call 745-3236. 
Cintas Center info 
Phil Jones, director for the Cintas Center, will provide an infor-
mation session to answer questions regarding the opening of the 
center. The session is scheduled in the Nyce Room on the first 
floorofCBAonThursday, Nov. 19, from 10-11 a.m. and 1:30-2:30 
p.m. The session will accommodate a maximum of 30 people. 
Reservations are encouraged. Please call Judy Massa at 745-3394 
for more information. 
Interfaith service 
There will be an interfaith service of thanksgiv:ing for the entire 
Xavier community on Monday, Nov. 23 at 4 p.m; .in Bellarmine 
Chapel. The service will feature music, prayers and reading's from 
the three Western religious traditions represented on campus -
Christian, Jewish and Muslim. Following the service, there will be 
a reception in the Nieporte lounge ofthe,CBA. <'. 
Safety forum 
Commu~er Council· is sponsoring a personal safety forum.on 
Dec. 2 from 11 :30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. in the Downunder. It will begin 
with a presentation by Xavier Campus Police followed by a ques- . 
tion and answer session. Refreshments will be provided. Call Me-
lissa Currence at 471-8889 or Bridget Delaney at 985~0204 with 
questions. 
Nicaraguan aid 
Students and faculty are trying to collect dry and canned food~, 
clothes and over-the-counter medicines to help the hurricane viC-
tims of Nicaragua. Drop-off points are located on the first floor of 
Schott Hall and the University Center. 
Coat collection 
St. Vincent de Paul is collecting new or used coats for those in. 
need. Collection bins are focated in the University Ceriter, Alter 
Hall lobby, Dorothy Day House, all dorms and Bellarmine Chapel. 
Police Notes 
Friday, Nov. 13, 11 a.m. 
A new Hewlett Packard laser jet printer was stolen out of the 
Information Systems and Services storage area between Oct. 14 
and Nov. 9. 
Sunday, Nov. 15, 3:35 a.m. 
A student was observed .in the North Lot consuming an .alco-
holic beverage and was cited for underage possession and consump-
tion of alcohol. 
Police Note of the Week 
Saturday, Nov. 14, 2:32 a.m. 
A non-student, who was on campus attempting to find a 
party, was observed driving recklessly, He drove into the 
South Lot and ran from his vehicle. A.fter a 10-mim~te foot 
pursuit he was apprehended by XU police officers and was 
arrested and charged with driving under the.influence of al-. 
· coho! and driving under suspension from previous DUI vio-
lations. 
CAMPUS NEWS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Study seel,{s sore throats 
BY AMY ZVWICKI 
Campus News Editor 
So far this .year, Hl students 
have given up six hours of their tiine 
in order to earn $75 by pruticipat- \ 
ing in what has.become an annual . 
event: Xavier's Healthand Coun~ 
seling Center's research study. 
Xavier began conducting re-
search studies in 1987 with a sore 
throat study. Since that initial study, 
· · there have beeri ·seven more sore 
throat studies (including the one 
this year), four headache studies, 
two flu studies and two congestion 
studies. 
"The sore. throat study is the 
study that seems to stand. out more 
in students' minds throughout the 
years, because we have done it the 
most," said Ann Brown, R.N.C., 
·· . : · NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY 
Kay Mazza,. R.N.C., examines junior Emily Dobbs' throat for the'' · 
sore throat research study. 
clinical research study coordinator; over~the-counter me.dicines ap~ · dents are not requited to stay in the 
Concern has been raised through · proved by the FDA [Fopd arid Drug Health and Counseling Center, but 
the years regarding the safety to stu- Admit1istration]," · saicfBrown .. "A are still required to recofdjnforma-
dents with regards to the studies. lot of the studies are about market- tion regarding their possible sore 
"We take students safety seri- irig issues, one company wanting to throat relief. 
ously," said Ann Flbrian, R.N.C., claim their product is better than Students must then return to the 
clinical research study coordinatOr. another and then needing a case do~tor'~ office within one week to 
"Wetakeeveryprecautiontoensure study to back up their belief .. But return their throat journal and 
that the studies we use are safe." · there are no guarantees the end re- briefly meet with the doctor to en-
"All of the studies we consider suit will turn out in their favor, so ·sure. that no adverse effects were 
bringing to Xavier must first pass there is always this continual need experienced from the medication. 
Xavier's Institutional Review Board for studies." Students will then receive a pay 
[IRB]," said Brown: Depending on the study, stu- · voucher to cash in at the 
The IRB analyzes research stud- dents are required to consume ·ei- Comptroller's Office for their $75. 
ies to ensure there are no hidden ther an oral medication or a liquid The study sponsor provides the 
agendas. ·They also approve of the mixture. of powder and water .. All money given to students for their 
consent forms students sign, the ad-. of the studies· offer the possibility participation. 
vertisements used to encourage stu~ of receiving a placebo, an inert According to. Brown, study 
dents to participate and the com- · mediCation used for its psychologi- · · sppnsors.cannot be revealed. 
pensation students receive from the cal effect. "When we agree to these stud-
study. This year's study is to evaluate ies, we have to sign a confidential-
According to the Xavier Univer- the effectiveness of a single dose of ity agreement agreeing thatwe will 
sity catalog, IRB was. established medicatiori for a sore throat associ- not disclose the company's name in 
"for the protection of human sub- ated with a common cold. Partici- a public forum. The surest way to 
jects participating in research con- . · pants have the possibility ofreceiv- lose a study is go bantering their 
ducted by or on studet1ts, faculty or ing a 500~mg aspirin with 30-mg name around." 
staff of the University." pseudoephedrine, a lOO~mg aspirin "Companies just love university 
"It isnecessary that all research · with 60-mg pseudoephedrine or a settings," said Florian. "Students 
done under Xavier's name must be placebo. allow these companies to gather a 
reviewed by the board;" said Rev. Participants must be at least 18 large volume of people over a short 
Robert Baumiller, S.J., he.ad of the years old and have a cold or sore time." 
IRB. "We make sure all volunteers throat. If they qualify, they will be "These studies have really been 
are getting all the information. Our given a single dose of medication a wonderful asset to the Health and 
job is to guarantee the safety of in~ and .then will be asked to rate the· Counseling Center," said Brown. 
dividuals involved in the research . severity of their sore throat. Over "It is a good way to meet students 
and to make ·sure all studies pass 
federal law requirements." 
"It's. important to note that all 
medications given to students are 
the next two hours they will record and introduce them to the Health 
information regarding any relief Center in case they have further 
they may have experienced. During needs to be met regarding counsel-
the last four hours of the study, stu- ing or medical attention." 
New election concludes 
BY CHAD ENGELLAND 
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher 
Monday's Senate meeting· 
brought closure to a freshman elec-
tion process that spanned six weeks 
and absorbed much of student 
government's energies. Four fresh-
. men, the winners of the new elec-
tion, officially began their term. 
Senate criticized the first el.ec-
tion, held Sept. 29, 30 and Oct; 1, 
· for a number of code violations, 
including the omission of two can-
didates' names from the ballotdtir~ 
ing the first day of voting. The re-
sults of that election were success~ 
fully voided by the Senate on Oct. 
22, after i.ts first two attempts met 
presidential vetoes. 
· This. attempt was the only one 
worded in such a w.ay as to make a 
presidential veto impossible. 
The four winners in the new. 
elec.tion, held Nov. 10 and 11; were 
During Monday's meeting, she 
"was glad to sit at the' big people's 
table this time." 
Senate vote4 to remove the 
Board of Elections during its emer-
Julie Hammersmith with 289 votes, gency meeting .Oct. 22. 
Natosha Cuyler-Sherman with 265, Senate appointed an interim 
Mark Mallet with 23.4 and Michelle Board of Elections to conduct the 
Manassah with 193. Ten of the IT rescheduled freshman elections. 
original candidates cho.se to run . Senior Mike Alderson 'chaired the· 
again. committee of five students. 
Manassah'sriamewasoneofthe "l think, finally, those who 
two whose name did not appear on shollld. nave been. elected were 
the ballot during the first day of the elected in a fair and just manner," 
voided election. In the voided re- said senior senator Brendon Cull. 
suits, she missed a Senate seat by Also Monday, Senate voted for 
nine votes.. a replacement to a Se<lt vacated Oct. 
"I would have gone though an 19 by iheresignadon pf senior Kara 
election 100 times if it meant I Benken. Junior Michael Wesley, 
could have a Senate seat," said reCommended by:~residentDesiree 
Manassah. She attended every Sen~ · Demonbreun, will be sworn in next 
ate meeting since the Sept. 30 im- · Moriday •. He served onSenate last 
promptu meeting, the first time Sen~ · year, 
ate addressed the issue. 
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Cold turkey and smoke~free Protest: .Students travel 
BY LORAINE CROUCH a survey by the University qf South-
News Feature Editor ern Illinois. · 
·The American Cancer So~iety's "I don't care a fot about any 
· 22nd Great American Sniokeout health reasons," said freshman 
comes to campus tomorrow with · Nicole Baumann, who began smok-
the help of the Xavier Wellness ing about four years ago when she 
Team· and the Health and Counsel- was 14. ·~It's just something to do." 
ing Cente~> . · Baumann said she does not smoke 
Members of these two organiza- often enough to. worry. 
tions will be passing out survival ·. Other' Xavier students recog-
kits, complete with stress balls, nized the risks and expressed an 
quitting tips, buttons and candy in interest in quitting. 
the cafeteria and grill lobbies from · "I'm sure I'll quit, because I 
· 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Thursday. The don't want to carry around an oxy-
groups ·are also providing a free gen tank or talk through a black box 
"cold turkey" lunch to those inter- in my throat," said freshman Chris 
ested in breaking the habit. Guinn. 
Registered dietician Rebecca Guinn began smoking in high 
Berman will speak on weight con- school, but did not find it appeal-
trol and tips on how to quit smok- ing at first. As a junior in high 
ing. Turkey, ham and vegetarian school, his girlfriend smoked and· 
sandwiches will be served from 12- she got him started, although he 
1 p.m. in the Kentucky/Indiana said peer pressure was not a factor. 
Room in the University Center. "I hated it," he said. "I was dis-
"The purpose of the Smokeout gusted with it, but I knew. she 
is to encourage people to go with- wouldn't quit, so I asked her to give 
out cigarettes for 24 hours and think . me one. I guess I got used to it." 
about quitting," said nurse supervi- Guinn adm.its he turns to ciga-
sor and wellness team member rettes to relieve tension. "I really 
Mary Rosenfeldt. haven't been smoking that long . It 
"On this campus our goal is to · might be more that I think I need it 
have people think about the impact rather than my body needing it,'' he 
of cigarettes on their health· and said; 
encourage them to. stop before· it Baumann on, the other hand, 
does too much damage," she said. said she smoked mainly when she 
According to the American Can- went out or after a hard day. Other 
cer Society cigarettes kill more students agreed that parties are of-
Americans than AIDS, alcohol, car ten places where social smoking 
. accidents, murders, suicides, drugs begins. 
and fires combined. D~spite docu- "Honestly, I enjoyed ft, sol sort 
mented health risks, 44 percent of of made a habit out of it," said se-
college a.nd university students re- nior Eric Weber. He began smok-
port either smoking.or chewing to~: ing ata party in high school and said 
bacco in the last year, according to ·he will continue to smoke u'iltil he 
no longer enjoys it. 
The Great American Smokeout 
marks its third year here, and 
Rosenfeldt hopes students, faculty 
. and st~ff will consider hazards of 
smoking and the benefits of stop-
ping. 
"There are significant benefits to 
quitting smoking now," she said. · 
After 20 minutes, blood pressure 
and pulse rate drop to normal and 
body temperature of hands and feet 
increases to normal. After 24 hours, 
heart attack risk decreases. Other 
short-term benefits include im-
proved circulation, increased lung 
function up to 30 percent and in-
creased energy levels. 
. As for the long-term effects, risk 
of coronary ,heart disease is cut by 
half after one year. Within five 
years, lung cancer death rate de-
crelises by almost half. In 10 years, 
lung cancer death rate is about the 
same as nonsmokers. 
· The cold turkey lunch will be a 
. major part of the Smokeout pro-
gram on· campus and Rosenfeldt 
encourages anyone who is inter-
ested in quitting to come. "The 
lunch is for people who want to 
quit. Not everyone can quit cold 
turkey," she said. 
In addition to pas.sing out sur-
vival kits and the free lunch, Health 
and Counseling and the Wellness 
Team will be offering Fresh-Start 
programs 'if enough people show 
interest 
·For more information or. to 
RSVP for the cold turkey lunch, call 
745-3022. 
Continued from page 1 
to aid in the spreaµ of democracy. 
"I think the real purpose is to · 
continue to have economic control 
over Latin American countries," 
said Przybysz. 
"This is one of the many· ways 
we impose our power in Latin 
America, and it is the cause of in-
justice," she said. 
"I am going .because this .is an 
is.sue where there is a lot of poten-
tial for change," said senior Jenny 
Deines. "I think the protest this 
weekend will be a very powerful 
experience." 
This upcoming event is not the · 
first time the School of Americas 
has run into opposition.· 
. An organization called the 
School of Americas Watch, founded 
by Father Roy Bourgeoise of Ft. 
Benning, Ga., was formed in an ef-
fort to close the school. This group 
has protested in the past and is re-
sponsible for this weekend's pro-
test. 
Bourgeoise was arrested during 
the protest last November for com-
mitting an act of civil disobedience 
by crossing onto school grounds 
during a protest. He remained in 
prison for 10 months. 
The School of Americas Watch 
has found documented evidence 
revealing that many of the gradu-
ates of the school have committed ' 
heinous crimes and human rights 
violations against their people upon 
returning home. 
Two of the three people involved 
in the assassination of Archbishop 
Oscar Romero on March 24, · 1980, 
were graduates from the School of 
Americas. 
In December of that year, four 
U.S. religious women were raped 
and murdered in El Salvador by five 
soldiers, three of whom. were also 
graduates. 
On Nov. 16, 1989, six Jesuits 
were murdered in El Salvador -
19 of the 26 participants in this act 
graduated from the school as well. 
"It is because of these tragedies, 
and the many others that have oc-
curred as a result of the School of 
Americas, that I am going to ex-
press my solidarity with everyone 
who has suffered because of it,'' said 
Przybysz . 
Several members of Congress 
have also taken strides to close the 
School of Americas. Democratic 
representatives Joe Kennedy, 
Mass., and Esteban Torres, Cal., 
have worked to close the school. 
In September, Congress held a 
vote on whether or not to cut fund-
ing for the school. The results were 
201 to cut funding and 212 against 
the cut. 
There will be hundreds of col-
leges in addition to Xavier repre-
sented at the protest this weekend, 
some of which include: 
Georgetown, Notre Dame, St. Jo-
seph University, University of Cin-
cinnati and Northern Kentucky 
University. 
"We at Xavier want to show our 
disapproval,'"said Przybysz. "The 
school is in complete opposition to 
everything the United States stands 
for and should be closed." 
I' 
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ru • rog. a mes. 
(Honestly, anything else would just be clutter.) 
Watch Xavie.r Basketball and all your favorite sports on our 11 televisions, 
including a state-of-the-art big screen TV 
' ' 
We feature a casual atmosphere, great food, and a huge selection of imp~rted at1d domestic beers. 
Great food. Cold beer. Lots of sports. No clutter. 
- ' ' . . 
. Mo~oAY-JJ--tuRsoAv 11-·11 /· fR10AY-:-S.AruRoAY 11-12 1 .. suNoAY .11-10. 
" ' .. ' > • " 
HIGHLANDS .BAR & GRILL • 4747 MONTGOMERY ROAD • 351-7400 
Located between 
Frisch' s and 
Ouality Central 






Mmm ... Discount Grub. : 
Present tl11s coupon and get APPETIZERS HALF PRICE! I 
I HIGHLANID.. BAR&: GRILL.· I HIGHLANID This coupon is good November 20-22. Limit 2 appetl:;ers per check, please. L BARscGRILL . . . ·· · · .J --~-~----------~-~ ' 
.• •·1' 
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WXRC provides radio alternative 
THERESA HANSEN 
Feature Writer 
WXRC in Cincinnati: From a 
city that provided the backdrop to 
WKRP emerges a new tradition in 
radio broadcasting, WXRC. 
While_ the station is broadcast 
over XU cable channel 49 instead 
of the airwaves, its 30 different 
shows provide a mix of "slammin' 
tunes" and · "witty comedy 
sketches." 
Sitting in on a show, one will 
find students hard. at work, rum-
maging through their personal CD 
collections to send music to their 
peers or scrambling to set up their 
own sound equipment. 
we were patched in, that would be 
awesome!" Yoo said. 
WXRC broadcasts· more than 
justshows centered around music. 
Thursday night airs a show called 
."Fluff," which is run by freshmen 
Jason Saber, John Brennan, Darren 
Delfosse and MikeVoegele. 
Their show contains comedy 
sketches in addition to music. "It's 
a show you can sit back and listen 
. to - a little comedy, good music 
and s_ome serious stuff," Saber said. 
"It's fun for us, and, hopefully, the 
listener, too." 
DJs try to help students relax and 
enjoy the end of the week. "it's a 
·way [for listeners] to kick back on' 
Thursday and not worry about 
things for a little while," said Sa-
ber .. "We hope they think we're 
funny and like the.music and Xavier 
.news." 
Ramon Crespo is a fifth-year 
senior who was involved with 
WVXU before it gave way to 
WXRC. The change was officially 
instituted in March, making the 
group a campus club. 
Club status was conferred so stu-
dents could be held accountable for 
what they put in their hour-Jong 
shows. Every day of the week from 
2 p.m. to 2 a.m. students can turn 
on their favorite campus DJ. 
·NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY 
WXRC President junior Dwuan Watson prepares for his show on Xavier's student-r~n radio station 
which broadcasts over Xavier cable <:hannel 49. Student shows run from 2 p.m. to 2 a:m. 
WXRC offers Xavier students a 
unique form of ~ntertainment~ 
"Each radio station has its own 
quality to give, we do sketch com-
edy and things related to Xavier," 
Saber said .. 
Over the years, Crespo feels he 
has learned a lot and improved his 
show. "I have more music; and I 
know more about what people like, · 
and I have two years experience." 
He said the show "is a good way 
to get out my frustrations. It allows. 
me to be myself, but not _be myself.·. · 
I can change into my alter ego." ·: · 
Crespo's show, which he de~ 
scribes as ''Top 20, dance, reggae,·· 
R&B, and, I don't know; red-neck 
dance music" is aimed at being "the 
weekJy'ungrind.'" · 
"After a rough week, it gets you 
in the mood for the weekend. You 
can go into the weekend on a good 
note,'' he said. 
_ According to the student DJs; 
WXRC offers Xavier students a 
unique opportunity to escape the 
repetition often found on other ra-
dio stations. 
· "On the radio, songs are played 
again and again. Here we don't re-
peat, it (the show) is done on the 
spot, without rehearsal. It's like 
improv. It can't be repeated," said 
Crespo. 
His plea to students is "listen and 
enjoy and laugh. along.'.' In order 
to promote the station, which club 
members think is plagued by a lack 
of on-campus awareness, Crespo 
has been posting fliers, endorsing 
his show by word-of-mouth and ad-
vertising for other shows. run by students, and we know what 
. Also broadcasting on WXRC are they want to hear,'' he said. 
freshmen foe Yoo and Mark Both Yoo and Gadzic would like 
Gazdic. Normally, they have their to attract more listeners. Gadzic 
own shows, but they sometimes said, "When we say we have a ra-
team up to fill in for their friends. dio show, some people say, 'we 
They see their shows as good . (Xavier) have a radio.station?'" 
getaways from the norm .. They also . Yoo has made an honest ~ffort 
enjoy being on the air. "It's some- to attract a larger audience by "run-
thing to do, and it's fun talking to ning down the halls saying "Listen 
everyone," said Gadzic. to channel _49" and calling people 
Yoo said, "[My show is] rap, not up and telling them to listen. In ad-
hardcore,just stuff." Gadzic'sregu- dition, he and Gadzic have been 
Jar show, which he puts together posting fliers; 
with the help of fellow freshmen "The number of listeners is go-
Teep Schlacter and Lance ing to be lower than if we had a real 
Schuerger, is geared toward classic signal. Competing with the TV re-
rock, alternative, and current rock. ally sucks," Gadzic said. 
Gadzic feels students should. The DJs hope WXRC will one 
tune into their show because "it's . day be broadcast on the radio. "If 
ije also recognizes that WXRC 
would benefit from an. increased 
audience. He hopes the station can 
receive more recognition among_ 
students and he encourages people 
to talk about it with their friends. 
Whatever your preference, from _ 
good music to comedy shows, 
WXRC has a variety of programs 
to entertain its audience. 
.. Saber said, "It gives us a chance 
to have fun.and cheer people up." 
Junior Dwuan Watson serves as 
the station man~ger and president 
ofWXRC. He hopes the club will 
establish a stronger identity this 
year. 
Transforming XU one day at a time 
KELLY CICHY which included installing an eleva- · 
Feature Writer , tor. 
Walking past the orange fences "We had some asbestos found in 
surrounding Schmidt Hall or pass-. ·the book racks that caused about a 
ing the bulldozer nearthe library; week delay," said Wright. The 
students witness a new Xavier in the scheduled date· of completion has 
making. been moved from December of 
Parking hassles have made ev-· 1998 to April of 1999. 
eryone aware of what is being don~ "We're planning on finishing in 
near the North Lot, but it seems to late April depending on future 
be a mystery what is happening changes," Wright said. 
right on the academic mall. . So far the workers' days have 
The Messer Construction Com- been filled with demolishing 
pany is responsible for transform-- Schmidt's interior, only to pour new 
ing Schmidt info office space for the foµndation_and Jay exterior blocks. 
President and Vice President of From inside, the three-story addi-
Xavier University. tion is already visible. 
"We're hoping to continue work- Backhoes, bobcats, cranes and 
ing with Xavier in the future," said forklifts are at the disposal of the 
Todd Wright, ProjectManager for workers in order to facilitate the 
Messer on their first job with transformation. 
Xavier. As far as being right in the cen-
Included in the reriovations is a ter of the action on the academic 
new, three-story addition to the mall mall; they have not had too many 
side of the building. "We're build- difficulties with students. 
ing a conference roomthat will be "There's only a few things that 
in between Hinkle and .this build- cause us some headaches," said 
ing," said Wright. Hinkle and· Wright. One problem is students . 
Schmidt will still be connected, but, . · parking inside the orange fence they 
it is undecided whether or not have set up around the site. 
Hinkle will be connected to the new ~~We've had. people walking in 
conference room. through the doors thinking they can 
"It's neat to see some of the ar- cut through, but it's getting less 
chitecture. that wenrinto building common since we've locked the 
these things," Wright said. The in- doors," said Wright. 
tention is to make the aging build- Messer Construction Company· 
ing more attractive and modern, has been on the job at Xavier since 
the end of September and the 
weather has been almost as coop-
erative as the students .. It has only 
rained a little here arid there. 
With the win_ter fast approach-
ing, it is necessary to find ways to 
heat the building. "We have to heat 
the outside in order to mix the mor-
tar for the masonry,'' said Wright. 
As for the project behind the li-
brary, ,Universal Contracting has 
been putting up some retaining 
walls, as well as making room for a 
new reflecting pool. This project 
is expected to be completed within 
the next two weeks. 
"We're trucking along trying to 
get some of the details worked out," 
said Mark Trimbach, representative 
for Universal Constructing 
· NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BIL_L TERRY · 
Construction workers.remodeling Schmidt Hall 
Universal Constructing, a locally 
owned and operated company, is no ' 
stranger· to college campuses, espe-
cially Xavier. "They've been here 
forever _and a day," said Greg 
Meyer, Manager ()f Engineering With locations in Cincinnati, Co- These workers ~re on the job 
and Support Services for the Xavier -1umbus and Lexington, Messer from_1:~o a.m. to'3:30 p.m; Mon-
Physical Plant: Buenger, the Cohen Construction has been involved iii day through Friday. "It's exciting 
and the University Center are renovations beyond the tri-state to come iii and_proye ourselves to 
_among the projects Universal _has area. the university," said Wright.. ··. -
taken on for Xavier. ·' The Aronoff Ceriter, Newport Xavier is Lindergoing a- great 
Messer also' has experience with Aquarium, Children's Hospital,, many renovations as' it expands. 
the college scene'. The company has and the Hamilton County Court Students and construction workers 
done a lot of work upat the Uni- - House-are. ainong the otherJocaL winC:ontinuetosharetheirenviron-
versity of Cincinnati, University of structures whose support lies in:the ment . "It's kind :o{ a home away 
Kentucky, Miami University and sweat arid- hard work of Wright's .. from home here _at Xavier," .·said 
Ohib State University. workers. Trimbach. 
.. 
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· ..·Enter The. Internet with. Xavier's XU Net 
·.· · . provided by CampusCWIX 
:.·· 
• ·R~p.resentativ~sfrom CampµsCWJX .w;i.~Lbe on campus ready to -sign you up for . 
your XU Net Internet a~cess arid email ace.aunt! With Campus~WIX you get: 
.... ; . 
·When:·. 
.· _*i5b· hours oflotat.acce-ss 
· * FREtlocal surfing from l :a~m·. - 6 · a.m. daiJy . 
*Email with unlimited messag~s 
*Chat· rooms· and news,·gro~ps _. 
*FREE. browser software 
. *BOO# access from anywhere in the U.S·. (fee ~pplies) 
Where: .. · 
Tuesday, November 17 thru November 19 ~- . 
University Center·(outsidethe ALL 'Card Center) 9 a.m .. -4 p.m. 
Nieporte Lounge, Williams College. of Business 5 p~m .. ·- Bp~rn. * . 
For inore:information,.see our flyers on campus or s~9p by.and tatkto a 
Cam pusCWIX representative. Stop by and ge~ a FREE .gi~! - · · . · '. . 
. · ... , : . ',--. . . . . ,, · ..... · . '· ... · ': '.:. . . . . ,. . · .. ·' ... , "';'• 
*i 1/l7 and 1 ~/i8 Only,. free_ gifts .wflile supplies Last. -
' ' ' • l ~ : ;_ • ! • • . .. : . ', ;;; ' . , . ' ;; . ~- -~ '. ( 
. ;., .... -·:-.-, . . ' .... · - ,_! : _ ..... 
. ,?,•·, 
' . . . . . 
';•' 
. . ·. -,~ : . 
-· Get· our toot·· 
·. in t/i, d0011 . . 
The Western and Southern Life 
Insurance Company,'., a higryly .. 
rated fi'nancial services company, ·' ·-
seeks an AccouQt, Rep~ . 
Re5ponsibiUties ·include contacting 
. assigned policyholde~ aryd ensur- .... 
'. ing persistency through qualify 
. service plus proactive ~~ns~rva- · ... · 
Jion t~:chniquesand sal~. Need: . · 
· •. Willingn~ss to acquire Life and 
·Health Insurance license . · 
. ·• .Sales experience pref~rr::ed _ .. 
, •· C:ollege degree preferred 
• . S~rong oral/written .communj-
_cation. and interpersonal skills ·. 
· .. ~ , PC proficiency · · · · 
We offer an ekcellerit compensation 
· a~d b~nefits .package,. including .· 
the potential. to ~arn a bonus. · 
· Fro< res~me t~: ·· S I 3-629-121 ~: · 
{IJWesferrl-SoufunUfe .. 
400 BroadWay " Cincinnati, OH45202 · 
. .. . Mia.Budai@WestemSOuthemUfe.com 
An Equai ()pp0rtunit)' Employer . · 
.. :: ._: ' .. 
. . :· . . ' ' ,_ ~ . 
: ,, . ., r' 
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WORLD BRIEFS 
>Compiled by: Sarah Kelley >Source: College Press Wire 
United States:asks '· t_ives in January 1996 saying 
• "Winning browser. share is a 
Israel to cooperate · very; very important .goal for us." 
WASHINGTON (AFP) - · ..·BoiesrepeatedlyaskedGates 
The United States on Monday which companies Micr<;nioft 
criticized belligerent comments wanted to win browser share 
by Palestinian leader Yasser from .. Each time; Gates said he 
Arafat while implicitly asking couldn'tunderstandthequestion 
Israel not to retaliate by delay-. and asked Boies to rephrase it. 
ing itS West Bank withdrawal. . Gates said he didn't remem-
. The White House character- ,ber writing the sentence i~ the 
izedArafat's call over the week- e-mail, didn;t k"no~ what the 
end for Palestinians ·to rise up sentence meant or remember 
against anyone who would pre- . what he was thinking when it 
vent them from praying in · was written. 
Jerusalem as "unfortunate." . Protests lead· to l"iots 
"We believe that there. is no 
place i~ this. process for any across Indonesia , 
statement that calls ... for violent JAKARTA, Indonesia·.'......:. Ri- · 
action," White House spokes- ots raged ~aturday in several. 
man Joe Lockhart said. parts of the capital city as roam-. 
Lockhart,. noting the United. ittg mobs. trashed and looted 
States would be raising these businesses. and torched cars in 
WO.RLD ·:NEWS· THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
.·WESTERN CULTURE FLOURISHES . . ,- " ' . .. ···. . : . ., '. 
. WASHINGTON POST PHOTO BY MICHAEL WILLIAMSON 
At the Great Wall.of _China, built to keep out foreign influ~nce, a Chinese woman proves she. 
can drink a can of Coca-Cola in one svvallow. · · · 
=~;;:~;;;::;~ :.~=~~=: Clinton decb1re~ victory, 
River land-for-security accord at dreds hurt, in any critically. · 11 ff tt···  · · ' k • · t I 
~::i=::~u:te~:s~~~i~;~:. ·tor~=i!~::~o~nt:;v::t~:~i~ ca .• s --~-- • .. ·. ·. a .· ·ac . aga1ns .• · ... raq 
w~uld not stray from the path of neighborhood ·residents weary BY JODI ENDA.. : Iraq agreed to cooperate fully with Saddam's overthrow. 
peace; of violence had dampened the Knight-Ridder Newspapers U.N. inspectors. His announcement The air strike the United States 
."Itshouldremainatthecore ·mayhem by late evening. But WASHINGTON·- U.S. war- cameonedayaftertheWhiteHouse abortedSaturdaywassettostartup 
of all his pronouncements and anger over ~he crackdown on · planes were poised to fly~:toward ,rejec;tedlraq's in.itial o:Vertures, say- again Z4 .hours later·· and was 
actions:· Lockhart said. · students protesting a special ses- .· Baghdad for the secorici.time .iri two ing. that Baghdad ·had attached. un~ ·. stopped only after the president and 
Asked about Isr~eH Prinie sionofthenationalassemblyr~- dayswhenPTesidentClintoncailea . acceptable conditions to the re::.; his advisers made a series of pre-
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 's mained high, arid Jakarta contin- off the attack Sunday and declared sumption of inspections. . · · dawn 'ph~n~ calls to U.S. offiCials, 
threatto block the application of ued to simmer. that Iraqi President Saddam "The l]nited Statps, together foreign leaders' and the head of the 
the accord if Arafat failed to pup- So· did many other cities,· as Hussein had yielded to American· •. with Great Biitain,. and. ~ith_ the ·· United Nations. The· second time, 
licly retract his comments, news reports of what some call and Unitea Nations.demands.·· .. · . supp(>rt of our friends and allies the president ended the attack for 
. Lockhart said the deal . was "Black. Friday" I~ to protests . · Clirito~ .said the looming threat armind the ~orld, was poised to aet good, White House officials said. 
signed "without conditforis." . . .. throughout the country. . . . ; . . effectiv~ly forced Itj~q to give i!t,ilnd militarily if Iraq hlid notrey~rsed · While the White: House por-
He added that Ne~yabu and , . · AbOu~cS,000 students in the'• allow U.N. weapons inspeeto.r:s ·to .. course,° Cllntori _said during a fate . · traye~ the settlement as a victory, a 
. Arafat had spoken by telephone.· provincial· capital of 'Medan ori search the (!PUntrY for nuclear, bfo- . app11arance Jn. t~e •White House different portrait emerged within 
"It is our hope and expecta- the island of Sumatra reportedly logical and chemical weapons. But, l:>ri~fing ro.O:m. ·~our, willingness· to the military and fro.m key members 
tion. that they were able to get took over the local airport and he added, the United Statbs w~uld . strike,. togihher with the. over- . ofCongres~; .··• .. ·. ··.. . 
(the peace) process. back on demanded free passage to the remain poisect to attack ifSaddaht. wh~l111ing weightof\Vorld opinion, - : lvUlitary officials ,descri~ed a 
track,~' Lockhart said~ "They capitalto join the student pro- ag~inrenegciJ o'n his promise, as he produced _the outcome we pre- . nighttime strike hastily scrubbed; 
should concentrate on. imple- tests, a tactic tried .a. day earlier . · .h_as 'niariy times ~ri the past. ferred; Sadd.am Hl~ssein. reversing resentment that the Upited States 
meriting thea.greement.'' . ·:by students in the South "Now,J~t me be clear; Iraq has course, -letting _the inspectcii:s go. losfiniiiative in another confronta-
•. 1n a-speech Sunday to mem- Sulawes.icityofUjung Pandang. · backed down, but. that is not back tO"work without restrictions or · ti on with '.Iraq and. the likeiihood 
bers of his Fatah politicai move- ·. Thousands of stUdentS also pro- • enough,'' Cli~toh said. '.'Now Iraq conditions'.'' . · . . . that.~nits still bound for the Persian 
ment, Arafat expres'sed frustra- tested· in Bandung Bog9r, . . niust live.up to its obligations;" Fol- . Clinton also reiterated his'desire Gulf.\\lill only sit and wait. . 
tion with Israeli delays in imple- Surabaya;Yogyakarta'~nd:Cither · .. lowing, a day and night of interi~e ~ .f()r anew Iraqi fo~der, saying the : "It's frustrating,'' Gen. Dennis 
menting the Wye ~iver accord cities: · · decision~making, Ciinton said in an · administration would strengthen· its" Rei~er, theArrhy chi~f of staff ~aid 
· and with continued expansionof President B.J. Habibie. called address to . the. nation that, faced' · ·_Sl}ppdr(~f op~osition groups. but-: in ail interview. "Timing is ~very-
lsr~eli settlements and land con- for. calm and ordered Gen. with broadj~terriatiOnal opposition; . stopping short of -calling .. for thing.'' . . 
fiscations,'esp~ially in Jerusa:.. . Wfranto, head of the nation's 
lem. . · ·· · · · · · · military forces, to ialce "stern .· 
"Our rifles are r~~dy, and we ·· aetion". to restore order. 
are prepared to raise then, again 
if anyone tries to prevent usfrom. ·: . EJ(XOD. Corp. app~als . 
praying in tioly Jerusalem,''he : oil-spill"ver(Uct,:'_.:·~: 1 _. 
:e()ngress ·Strikes u11 a. deal 
. iwitlltobacco industry lead~rs 
said .. '. . . . . ' . ; 
· · .· .. · · · · Exxon Corp, is.·asking: a fed-
G~tes proves elusive. eraLappe.a1~ CQUrt t~:reverse.a. 
· · · · · · .· $5.3 billiori\ierdict it was .hit:• 
OD video,tap~ .. i ~ith four years ago in the Valdez . 
WASHINGTON:._An unco- ·.oil spill case~ aH~gingthatjurors . 
operative Micros0ft
1
C()rp. Chair- . were tampered with and iiltiml~. •. 
man: Bil(Gates sperit 'so· much dated· by a courthouse securiiy . 
time dQ{lging questicms ,fr.om a guard, a Claim a federal· judge· ... 
go\'.emfuenf!awyer.thateveµ the · has rejected three tinies before .. •· · 
federal judge overseei,ri·g: the · · lit a SS-page brief filed last · 
software.: giant's antitrust trial month but notmade public until 
burstoutlalighihg. last week;' officials' of Irying-
Monday, the government based Exxon asked the 9th U.S. 
played nearly art hour of a vid~ Circuit Court of Appeals i~ San 
eotaped «;feposition from Gates . Francisco to order a new trial . 
to buttress its ·.Claim that · becauseapriv~tesecurityofficer 
·Microsoft bundled its Web· ·allegedly threatened to kill one_ 
browser ·with the Windows op- ·of the jurors; Rita Wilson. Wil- .. 
erating systeni to· dominate the son ii;titially refused to go along ·' 
market for both. . with other jurors in awarding . 
· Lead· federal pros~cutor billions cit ·dollars in damages · 
David Boies is heard on the tape .. against the oil company. . 
asking Oates aootit a number of The 9th Circuit court is ex-
e-inail m~ages, induding one pected to hear Exxon's appeal 
Gates sent to Microsoft execu- next spring. 
;; BY".iEANNINE'JOHNSON MAIA ; .• ·.. . . state,s that have. brought lawsuits 
: .:· ... ·· :J\Ff'l:f~r.f~~ery/ce . .... · ~'ft rePec __ tS th_, efirs_t . against the indusJry;; .. 
.: \VASHINGTO_N(AFP)-Eight · 1-"1 · Preside.ntC~linton called the 
· states arinminced 1vforiciay a $206 time tobacco . settl~~ent "animportarit stepin the 
billion deai\~itli'tite world's four' · ' · · ' · · · · · right directfon· forour cbuntry," 
largest tobacco companies. ·. cpmpani,es willbe ·."It reflects .the first time tobacco 
. . Nevertheless, an,ti~srnoking crit~ : . .• h fd .· ; . .. · . bl · . companies-will by held financia_lly 
ic~ are far froin happy, . . .' . , ·:· -~ ... >accounta . e .. · . accountable for the dan1age. their 
The cii:af(agreement, which for• the damage .their~ . · product does tooufnation's health," 
couid c?y~r,,the 46 states tha:t have . . . . . . he said. . .· . . . , . 
·.·.filed· lawsuits. against the ind1.1stry, ' product does. ·,; . ... Opposition• by a number of the 
would provide funding to treat . -. -President Clinton states .is likely, althdugh some ob:. 
smoking-related illnesses and curb . . . . . . . . servers expect ttlerrf.to .settle rather 
youth smoking .• ·.. .· . . . . billion over the next five years for than contintie' a leg~lbattle that h~s 
''.Our _kids are walking bill- .·a nat.ional public education fund goneonfoi-.. rnorethanfour.years. 
· · boa~ds" ·far the . tobacco. industry, and a$250 rnllliori fm,mdation dedi- · ''A final agreement is coi:itiiigent 
. said· Washington·.· state Attorney cated to reduclng teen smoking. . upoll:acceptance qf the proposal by · 
.General Christine Gregoire," who . . The draft accord, negotiated by · a sufficient number ofstafos; aiid 
s~id that tvio mo~e children.become ·the attom!!ys general of California, . we .. canJtot. be cerfain 'that enough 
addicted to smokirig"everyminute, · Colorado, Ne~ York, North.Ca,ro-.·. s_t.at,es )Y.ill join tite·.a.greement in 
.. ·. "The largesdinanciai recovery lina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, .. order for· US to sign it,'': the four to-
. ·in the world" would require sweep-).·. J>e!lnsylvania; a11dWashington and bacco coinp\lnies sai~.il:l a statement 
_ing changes to toba(:CO industry represe,nt~ti ves'::!lf. ~hi lip Morris.. after the draft 'deal·was anriounced. 
business practices, she ~aid at .a· :RJR Reynolds'Tobkceo; :Lorillard '. 'The·~epre~~ntaiivbs of the 38 
press conference; · and Brown and Williamson, still . other states have been given until 
. It would·also finance about $1.5 · mu&t be approved by the other 38 Friday to accept or reject the .deal. 
) 
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P.O. Box 9562 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45208 
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Number of Tickets ___ x $25.00 = _____ . Check Enclosed. 
(includes dinner and drinks) 
Your dinner ticket will be returned by mail. Please make checks payable to Xavier University. 
WEBB'S NEW & USED 
- Computers -
Upgrades and Custom Built Systems 
Monthly Special 
AMD P266 MMX, 32 MG SD -
RAM, 6.4 Gig HD, 56k fax/ 
modem, 16 bit 3D sound card, 
32X CD-ROM, speakers, IS" 
SVGA monitor, Keyboard, 
Mouse, Windows 95 - $950 
•• iii 641-5333 
For a complete price list see website 
~.webbcomp.com 




Try The Newswire's classified 
advertising section. Call 
Jamie at 745-3561. 
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S T A F F E D I. T 0 R I A L -
Build it right 
. . ' he s.ituation is a familiar 
one at Xavier. First, amid 
· much fanfare, the univer-
. sity unveils ambitious capital 
improvement projects, propos-
ing first-class facilities packed 
with world-class features. · 
Weeks, months, even years later; 
quietly the specifications change 
. as planners scramble to squeak 
the project under a shrinking 
budget cap. 
mound of mulch and shrubbery 
with no gushing water. 
Another project in its infancy 
is in_danger of following the 
same, well-worn pattern, 
Charles Gallagher, a long-time 
Trustee, surprised the university 
with an $8 million pledge to 
rebuild or remodel the Univer-
sity Center. The project 
committee now weighs the 
proposals from two 
From projects 
large and small, this 
situation plays out. 
The Cintas Center 
was originally 
proposed as includ-
ing a parking 
garage. Later, more 
sober planners 
scrapped the garage 
because of its hefty 
price tag in favor of 
cheaply paving over 
the Cohen intramu-
ral field. 
Xavier is in design firms, the project taking on a 
$12 million price 
tag. The university 
struggles to scrape 
up enough change 
to finance the entire 
operation. 
the process of 
building a 





is a characteristic of 
most large-scale . 
construction 
projects, whether it 
be on Xavier's 





projects shrink in 
vision and scope. 
The "Dance of 
shortcuts will 
be around for 
a long time. 
Tears" sculpture prudent - is in 
· garden underway behind the practice woefolly short-sighted. 
library was to include more and Xavier is In the process of 
larger fountains and the familiar building a campus for the next 
red brick of the academic and century. Mistakes and shortcuts 
residentiai'malls. Scrfrnping has·'. will be around for llorig time: . 
reduced the project to one ' ·· We have to deal with the mound 
smaller fountain and concrete, 
not brick pathways. 
Originally, thx much-
heralded residential mall was to 
include a magnificent fountain 
crowning the circle outside 
Brockman. Instead, the finished 
project features a conspicuous 
of mulch and the missed 
intramural field, but let's make 
sure the new University Center 
is done right. 
-C.A.E. 
for The Newswire staff 
>Opinions Desk: 745'-3122 >E-mail: OPINIONs@xavier.xu.edu. 
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INTERN.ATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 
Tiine to follow through on words 
BY CHAD ENGELLAND 
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher 
Everyone is sick of the whole 
Monica Lewinsky-Bill Clinton 
boondoggle. It's been dragging on 
for ten months. What's worse, 
though, is the internati.onal joke 
being played time and time again 
over the last eight years. 
Saddam Hussein continues to 
thumb his nose. at the world com-
munity, especially the Un.ited 
. States. Time and time again he 
stalls the U.N, weapons inspectors 
to the point they pack their bags and 
go ho,me. 
' , The United States and her allies 
threaten military intervention, and 
at the eleverith hour Iraq changes . 
its tune and happily invites U.N. in-
spectors back to examine her goods. 
Just last weekend, Saddam 
averted a threatened American at-
tack by again promising to fully 
cooperate with U.N. inspectors. 
Yeah, right. This is a tiresome and 
sickening joke. 
It would be. one thing if we were 
talking about tanks, planes and 
ammo. If that were the case, some · 
intelligence officer could simply 
keep an electronic eye peeled to 
make sure the Iraqi army doesn't 
line up on the Kuwaiti border. 
Tanks, planes and ammo, 
.. though, are innocuous compared to 
the budding chemical and biologi-· 
cal arsenal the U.N. team aims to 
pry from Saddam's grubby fingers. 
Such weapons are horribly destruc-
tive on a grand scale. These weap-
ons simply cannot be ignored. 
Saddam's. program to develop such 
weapons must be stopped. 
To do this, the United Nations 
must build resolve, make it pain-
fully clear that it refuses to be con-
tinually duped, and threaten inime-
diate military intervention should 
Saddam bar access to any sites. The 
key, then,· would be to follow 
through. Once the international 
community starts speaking more in 
actions than in words, Saddam 
might begin to understanchhi.s isn't' ;;i; 
· something to laugh about. 
- N AT I 0 N A L ·p E RS P E CT I V E 
Exercise caution with alternatives 
BY MARK MCDONALD medicine. It undermines the tradi-
Opi11ions and Editorials Editor tion of carefully controlled study 
Recently, one of my little nieces that has. elevated medicine from a 
stumbled and fell down. She cried quagmire of hocus pocus and un-
for a minute, then; restored to reasonable practices. 
youthful smiles and energy, she I'm not opposed to supplements 
stood up and ran to her grandmother or unconventional treatments. But 
to ask for a homeopathic supple- I do believe the claims of these 
ment, recommended for when you supplements and treatments should 
fall down or bruise yourself. be demonstrated by experimenta~ 
Grandmother was a little concerned ti on before they are embraced. 
what this supplement might con- Often medicine cannot explain hqw 
tain. Turns out, it contains prima- . or why something works, but usu-
rily belladonna, a potentially poi- ally a controlled study can deter-
sonous plant from which atropine, . mine whether a cause and effect re-
a muscle relaxant; is derived. lationship exists for a specific agent 
The potentially addictive.prop- .and a claimed benefit. 
erties of the supplement (evidenced The market is currently flooded 
by the conditioned response of my with herbal supplements that claim 
niece) were one worry. A second to relieve all manner of conditions. 
worry is supplements like these en- And a new study showed Ameri~ 
courage a pop culture mentality that cans visited unconventional "heal-
you can take a pill to solve all your ·ers" like herbalists and chiroprac-
problems. tor~ some 629 million times, spend-
A corollary of increasing dissat- ing some $27 billion, versus only 
isfaction with "managed" heal~h 386 million visits to primary care 
care is an increasing suspicion of . physicians.. · · 
traditional medicine. There's no ·· The soaring interest in these al-
. question some doctors and some el- ternative healers and· medicines is 
ements of the "great Westemtradi- no doubt partly due to the fact they 
tion" could stand to be taken off are usually cheaper than conven-
their pedestals. However, the trend tional medicines and don't involve 
seems to go beyond questioni~g as- inordinate insurance complications. 
sumptions. Certainly everyone has a right to 
Too often, people are embracing explore these alternative avenues of 
alternative therapies and su.pple~ health care. 
ments without empirical evidence However, there is also an ohli-
of their worth;· This goes beyond gation to investigate these healers 
questioning the presumptions of and medicines to establish the ve-· 
racity of their claims. Recently, the 
. burden of this investigation has 
been taken up by institutions Of tra-
ditional medicine. 
- One recent study revealed acu-
puncture was no more effective 
than random pinpricks in relieving 
the pain of HIV-infected patients, 
and another showed garcinia cam-
bogia, an herbal supplement recom-
mended for weight loss, was no 
more effective th~n a pfacebo in a 
12-week dieting experiment. 
·Experiments like these help in- · 
form the consumer by providing 
objective information instead of 
anecdotal evidence; It's important 
to remember that an herb used for 
a thousand years by some exotic 
culture is not sufficient evidence of 
its safety and effectiveness. 
The medical establishment may 
also gain valuable information 
studying alternative medical prac~ 
tices, and incorporate proven drugs 
and treatments in standard practice. 
Even when the effectiveness of 
a suppleinent has been established; 
safety questions must still be ad-
dressed. Supplements and tech-
niques should be demonstrated safe 
before they are embraced. 
Although we shouldn't limit 
people's health care options, people 
should exercise cauti.ori with all· 
· practices and medicines that make 
health claims before they have been· 
through:rigorous testing. 
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- M A L L .T A L K -
·WHAT do you think yo1i:r'favorite memory of Xavier will be? 
"Chief Couch. 
Every day I have 
to see him about 
something. He's a 
character.'' 





"When I was 
arrested for putting 
detergent in the 
fountain." 
·· "I haven't gotten 
lost on campus, "' 







"F~ll Ball, going 
out with friends. It 
takes out a lot of 
stress.'' 
"Not being able to 






"Manresa or an . 
Experience Day. 
Everyone was so 
friendly they made 
me want to.come 
here. That or the 
basketball games." 
-Mark Hannah 









The sound of silence 
Xavier refuses to acknowledge gays or protect them from harassment 
BY JOHN LAROCCA, SJ. 
Professor, Department of History 
The late '60s brought the song 
"The Sound of Silence," which 
most of us who were in college then 
can still hum as we reminisce about 
our youth, 30 years ago. That same 
period also brought ~s Robert Bolt's 
A Man For All Seasons in which 
Thomas More and Thomas 
Cromwell debate the significance of 
More's silence. More keeps re-
minding Cromwell that silence im-
plies consent. . . 
That debate came to mind re-
cently when a Dutch Mill Hill Mis-
sionary priest. and theologian left 
the priesthood. In the statement he 
· published as he left, he accused the 
church of being an unjust instittt~ 
tion in its treatment of women, its 
teaching on birth control for the 
married, its treatment of the di-
vorced and remarried, and of gays 
and lesbians. 
He said he felt compelled to 
make a statement because all priests 
and pastoral ministers who remain 
silent in the church today perpetu-
. ate those injustices by their silence. 
I don't wish to accuse the church 
of injustice; I don't want to take on 
the institutional church. As Tho-
mas More kept saying in A Man For 
All Seasons, "This is not the stuff 
of which martyrs are made." He 
became a martyr; I have no inten-
tion of following him. 
I do, however, want to share re-
flections on the sound of the silence 
that surrounds gays, lesbians and 
bisexuals on this campus. Look for . 
the words gay, lesbian or bisexual 
in all of the university's literature 
and you will find them only in a 
campus ministry brochure and on 
fliers for the <;Jay and Lesbian Sup-
port Group. 
Within. the last ten years, I served 
on a committee to revise the stu-
dent handbook. In defining harass-
ment, the committee added harass-
ment because of sexual orientation. 
The words "sexual orientation" 
were later removed by the univer-
sity. The Xavier Chapter of the 
American Association of University 
Professors asked to have the non-
discrimination clause in the univer-
sity contract changed to include 
How does a consistent 
refusal to mention them 
affect gay and lesbian 
students, staff, and faculty? 
What does it say about 
Xavier's fidelity to the 
teaching of the Ch~rch? 
sexual orientation. There was no 
response. 
Last year, the Faculty Commit-
tee asked the faculty to vote on in-
cluding sexual orientation in the 
university non-discrimination 
clause. Approximately 87 percent 
of those who responded voted in 
favor of changing the clause. To 
date there has been no response to 
the request. It is lost in an adminis-
trative limbo. 
Other Jesuit universities have 
sexual orientation in their non-dis-
crimination clause; even some 
Cincinnati businesses like Procter 
& Gamble include it.. Nonetheless, 
it seems the. only way a group is 
included in the nondiscrimination 
clause at Xavier is if their presence 
is mandated by federal law. 
June is Gay and Lesbian History 
month. Twice in the past few years, 
gay and lesbian book displays have 
been removed from the bookstore 
window in June. Once the display 
was removed from the store, the 
second time it was moved to the 
back of the bus - excuse me~ store. 
This year, Xavier is celebrating 
. the fiftieth anniversary of The Uni-
versal Declaration of Human 
Rights. Did anyone planning the 
celebration think about inviting a 
speaker from Amnesty Interna-
tional to discuss gay and lesbian 
rights? · · 
In the past six years in which I 
have facilitated the Gay and Les-
bian Support Group, only one event 
on Cl\mpus dealing with gay and 
le~bian issues has been sponsored 
by a group other than the Student 
Development Committee on Con-
· temporary Issues, which I chair. 
That event was a faculty discussion 
on homosexuality sponsored by the 
Jesuit Community. 
Statistics support what the gay 
.and lesbian community always sur~ 
mised: The suicide rate among gay 
adolescents is almost twice that of · 
straight teens. Other statistics in-
dicate that the same group has a 
higher rate of attempted suicide and 
of attempting to dci serious harm to 
. themselves. We have all been 
-. touched by this at Xavier .. · Yet we 
remain silent. ' 
Xavier is an institution which 
defines itself as Catholic and Jesuit 
and which prides itself on the aca-
demic, moral and spiritual develop-
ment of its students. The statements 
in Catholic literature, The Cat-
echism of the Catholic Church, Car-
dinal Ratzinger's letter On the Pas-
toral Care of Homosexual Persons, 
and the U.S. Bishops' Always Our 
Children, discuss the dignity of the 
human person and how anything 
which violates the dignity of gays 
and lesbians should be eliminated. 
How does a consistent refusal to 
mention them affect gay and lesbian 
students, staff, and faculty? Does 
it respect their dignity as human 
beings created in the image and 
likeness of God? How is that si-
lence. interpreted by. the university 
community, especially by students 
who are attempting to discover and 
to accept who they are? What does 
it say about Xavier's fidelity to the 
teaching of the Church? 
. I don't think this piece will get 
the university to change anything, 
but it does break the silence. It is 
my way of dealing with the silence. 
I was moved to break the silence 
because of the example of that 
former Mill Hill Mission Society 
theologian, because of two articles 
which have recently appeared in 
The Newswire and because of what 
college students and allegedly good 
Christians did to Matthew Shepard. 
If students. can write about con-
troversial topics, if a young man can 
be tortured and killed, then an ag-
ing, tired and somewhat frustrated 
Jesuit with final vows and tenure 
should be able to break the silence 
on this campus. 
-LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-
BACCHUS mission explained 
I often ask myself why everyone is not a member of BACCHUS. · . . 
BACCHUS (Boosting Alcohol Con-
sciousness Concerning the Health 
of University Students) has drawn 
a lot of attention lately due to a se-
ries of letters to the editor examin-
ing the alcohol culture on our cam-
pus. 
Unfortunately, many of those 
commenting on BACCHUS are un-
informed. Many students identify 
BACCHUS as anti-alcohol, a support 
group for students who don't drink 
or an extension of Campus Police. 
.That is far from the truth. 
BACCHUS is pro~responsibility, and 
many of its members do choose to 
drink. · 
The mission of BACCHUS is to 
promote the mature management 
of alcohol for those who have 
. made the choice to drink. In fact, 
BACCHUS was founded at a picnic 
were there were two coolers. One 
contained alcohol and the other 
contained soft drinks. BACCHUS 
is about choice. It is not a support 
group for non-drinkers, but is will-
ing to serve as a resource for alter-
native programming that supports . 
. the choice of non-drinking stu-
dents. Although BACCHUS is not 
an extension ofCampus Police or 
Health and Counseling, it often 
works with these groups in educat-
ing the student body. BACCHUS ap-
plauds the efforts of Campus Po-
lice and any other group that works 
to deter binge drinking, drinking 
and driving, and other high risk be-
haviors. 
. Students ·at f{avier are smart; 
otherwise they would not be at 
Xavier. Why would any Xavier 
student be opposed to a group that 
. encourages responsibility regard-
ing alcohol consumption and pro-
motes healthy living? 
-Trent Engbers 
Senior 
Alumnus' student leadership 
' 
he size of the student body has 
increased tremendously since 
I was a student, but that is for the 
better. I would only hope that, if 
. those individuals who were run-
ning for office in the voided elec-
tions believed in their platform, 
they decided to run again. If those 
who dropped out thought it was too 
much work to attempt another 
campaign, then you are lucky not 
to have them consider an office. 
"Too much work" is not in the 
vocabulary of a leader. I was, 
"once upon a time," the first presi-
dent of Brockman Hall in its 
maiden year, and I went from door 
to door on each floor and talked to 
every resident to ask for their vote. 
I won as a write-in . 
Good luck to all of those in stu-
dent government. They need the 
support of all. · 
I still work in my own way as 
webmaster of the Chicago Alumni 
Chapter. If you care to visit you 
are more than welcome. We are at 
www.ezsa.com/xucc/. 
-Robert Page Jones 
Class of'57 
Calendar 'defense' offends 
I truly do not understand why The Newswire wants to be associated 
with the ignorant viewpoints ex-
pressed in "Drink up." [Calendar 
Commentary, Nov. 11] It is an 
embarrassment to this institution 
and quite offensive-to me, as a stu-
dent, when it is suggested that the 
Xavier student body's creativity 
stems from the consumption of al-
cohol. 
l do not object to fun and ca-
maraderie in the presence of these 
beverages, but I do object to pay: 
ing them undue homage. I'd like 
to believe that our students are cre-
ative because they have minds of 
their own, not because they ingest 
a controlled substance. 
-Katie McHugh 
Freshman 
.• "'' ,. 
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FEATURING: 
. ,. ' . ,. 
. . 
* 80,000 SQUARE FEET OF NON-STOP ACTION· . 
* 14 LANES OF EXTREME BOWLING 
* 3 RESTAURANTS 
* 15 CHAMPIONSHIP BILLIARDS TABLES 
* 2 HIGH-ENERGY DANCE CLUBS . 
* THE JILLIAN'S CINEMA 
* THE WILD AND WACKY HIBACHI GRILL 
* STATE-OF-THE-ART HIGH~TECH GAMEROOM 
NOWHIR/NG !!! 
* SERVERS 
.. * BARTENDERS 
*.HOSTS 
. . . 
* DOORMEN 
* COOKS 
* D.J.S ·. 
· .. •. . ..... ·.,.•. '.· '• . •,, . .. , . ' -· . 
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The Musketeers continue their quest for . 
the Atlantic 10 Championship this Friday! 
Novemb~r 20 @ 7:30 p.m .. vs. Massachusetts 
• !he-first50 Freshmen w.earingtheir l"lass of '02 
T-shirt lYill receive a Xavier Coffee Mug! 
· • Special Floor Seating and a Piua Party for all 
XU Students in attendance! 
·.· _ • Ameristop Volleyball giveaway I<!r all Students! 
Don't Miss· Student· Night and. XU's .Biggest Secret, Musketeer Volleyball! 
. Team Captain· 







A student's life is full of difficult decisions. 
Searching for the best student loan doesn't have 
to be one of them: That's because Star Bank has 
taken the guesswork out of student loans with 
Jump Start~" It's the best Federal Stafford Loan for 
Ohio students, and it comes with an incredibly 
low rate, currently 5.96%. For more information 
about Jump Start~" ask your school financial aid 
advisor for a Star Bank Stafford Loan . 
· ~-_STA.A.BAN~ f;;· ~'!fl}f!lfl 
-~ Bank Witlwut Boundanes ~au~ A%$YJJ.S.I( 
•jump Start is a variable rate.student loan program which adjusts annually. 5.96% current.rate 
(including Jump Start and Easy Pay) Is available through 6/30/99. · 
'I 
,"' ~ •t r 
. . . . 
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SPORT.S BRIEFS 
>Sports Desk: 745-2878 · >E-mail: sPoRrs@xavier.xu.edu 
X C looks, to future 
The NCAA Great Lakes Regional was a disappointm~ntfor the 
men's cross country program, which was training io peak at this 
point in the season. T_he field included the top competition from . 
the MCC, MAC, Conference USA; and Big Ten conferences. 
Junior Dave Dickman finished first for the Musketeers with a 
time of 33:58, followed by senior Chris German (35:29), sopho-
mores Nick Boeing (36: 10), Keith Crawford (36:38) and Randy 
Dublikar (37:07) and junior Dave Michitti (37:41). 
Looking back, the 1998 season consisted of several ups and 
downs. The season provided a valuable understanding of where 
the program is and what must be done in order to reach the level it 
seeks. 
"I thought it was a good meet. Now we know what we need to 
do in order to get the program to where it needs to be," said head 
coach Scott Swain. 
There are many reasons for the team to remain optimistic. The 
nucleus will be returning, including top runner Dave Dickman. The 
only loss will be Chris Germann who graduates in May. 
Swain summed up the season saying, "It was a period of growth 
and change under a new coach. We have to step up every aspect of 
our training and preparation to take us to that next level." 
-Dan Butler 
Rifle finishes second 
The Xavier rifle team recorded. its highest score of the season 
with a 6,123 last weekend in the Walsh Rifle Match. The Muske-
teers finished second out of 17 competing teams. Within the match, 
the team defeated Jacksonville State decisively and barely placed 
second behind Murray State. The squad finished with a school 
record 4,585 in the 4-by-120 women 3-position competition. 
Once again, senior Karyn Juzuik led the team with the top score 
of 390 in· air rifle, and ail outstanding 63 in the second event of 3-
position. Sophomore Shari Jedinak aided Xavier's efforts leading 
the team with a 1,152 in the.first portion of three position competi-
tion. Freshman Danielle Langfield recorded best performance of 
the year finishing second on the team in both the air rifle and 3 
position events. The rifle.team will resume competition Jan. 16 at. 
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. ,. 
-Amjad Zahra 
Free bus rides for you 
For all of you Muskie maniacs who have been worrying about 
how to get to the Cincinnati Gardens for the men's basketball games 
this season, your problems are solved. Once again this season, free . 
bus transportation will be provided to the Gardens for all home 
games. The buses will depart from behind the University Center 
starting one hour before game time. 
-Matt Madges 
Rugby to scrum Saturday 
The Xavier Rugby Club will be welcoming back its alumni this 
weekend at its homecoming match. The ruggers will be taking the 
field on Saturday at 12:30 p.m~ at Sherman Field, located at the 
comer of Sherman Avenue and Victory Parkway .. ~ 
· -Matt Barber 
On Tap 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FRIDAY, NOV. 20 
SATURDAY, NOV. 21 
SUNDAY. NOV 22 
MONDAY NOV. 23 
•VOLLEYBALL VS. MASSACHUSETTS AT 7:30 P.M. 
•RIFLE _IN WAISH RIFLE MATCH ttr 8 A.M. 
•VOLLEYBALL VS. RHODE ISLAND AT 7:30 P.M. 
•RIFLE IN WAISH RIFLE MttrCH ttr 8 A.M. 
•MEN"S BASKETBALL VS. CHICAGO STATE AT 2 P.M. 
•RIFLE IN WAISH RIFLE MttrCH ttr 8 A.M. 
•MEN'S BASKETBALL VS. MORGAN STttrE AT 7 P.M. 
•WOM~N'S BASKETBALL PJ OHIO STATE AT 7:30 P.M. 
All HOME GAMES ARE IN.BOLD 
HOME MEN'S BASKETBALL GAMES ARE HELD AT THE CINCINNATI GARDENS 
HOME VOLLEYBALL GAMES ARE HELD IN SCHMiDT FIELDHOUSE 
HOME RIFLE MATCHES ARE HELD IN THE ARMORY 
Volleyball vs. Massachusetts 
7:30 p.m. Friday in Schmidt Fieldhouse 
The women's volleyball team needs one win in its last two 
matches to clinch a spot in the Atlantic 10 Tournament. The 
Lady Musketeers will look to get the win on Friday so they 
can enjoy Senior Day on Saturday. Head on across Victory 
Parkway to root on the women and watch them kick Mass. 
SPORTS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
·XU drops to ·second 
Volleyball needs one win to clinch tournament berth . 
BY JOE ANCiOLIA 
Sports Writer 
·· :Ther_e comes a point every sea-
.. son. where the leaders of a team· 
. have to step up. and lead by ex-
ample. With theLady Musketeers 
on the verge of an Atlantic 10 con-
ference title, that time is now. · 
Last week in the team's last road 
trip of the· regular season, three 
players accepted the challenge and 
. elevated their play to help the Lady 
Muskies in their quest for first place 
in the A-10. Despite the outsta'nd-
ing play of juniors Beth Osterday, 
Jenny . Janszen, senior Cara 
Espelage and freshman Sara 
Bachus, the XU women split their 
road trip and found themselves back 
iri second place in the A-10. 
VA. TECH DEF. XAVIER 
16-14, 14-16, 15-13, 15-12 
The trip started off in 
Blacksburg, Va., where the Virginia 
Tech Hokies were looking to put an 
end to the Lady Muskies' rise to the 
top of the Atlantic 10 conference. 
The Hokies entered the game with 
a 12-4 conference record, one game 
behind the first place XU women 
in the standings. 
A Xavier win would almost 
guarantee a post-season bid, on the 
other hand, a Virginia Tech win 
would pull the Lady Muskies back 
into a close race with· several other 
teams in the conference. 
·. The match promised to be hard · 
fought and game one would be es-
sential for a victory. Both teams 
knew this and came out. ready to 
battle for rights to the A-10 title. 
Game one was close and ended 
in an eventual 16-14 Virginia Tech 
win. The close score was a sign of 
things to come, as each game stayed· 
close throughout. 
The XU women were able to 
tum the tide in game two, and came 
away with a 16-14 win. With the 
two teams deadlocked at one game 
apiece at intermission~ game three 
would be essential for the team 
looking to emerge as the victor. 
Perhaps they wanted it more or 
perhaps it was the fact that they 
were in front of their home fans, 
whatever the reason, the Hokies 
emerged from game three with an-
other close win 15-13. 
From there on, it was just a mat-
ter of time. The XU women contin-
ued to play well, but were over-
matched by a fired up Virginia Tech 
team. The Xavier women were 
unable to rebound from two close 
losses, and dropped the fourth game 
15-12. 
The tough loss. knocked the 
Lady Muskies out of their number 
one spot, and ended their five" 
match ~inning streak. Though they·· 
lost the game, the team had great 
performances from several players: 
Three players recorded double-
doubles, and four players scored 
kills in double-digits. 
· Osterday and freshman Sara· 
Bachus led the way in kills with 16, 
followed by Janszen with 14 and 
freshman Jill Hampton with 12. 
Osterday added a team-high 20 
digs.· Joining Osterday with a 
double-double were Bachus with 
14 digs·and Janszen with'll.· 
The sutcess of the volleyball team this season has truly beer1 a 
team effort. The team is second in the A-10 in kills but has no 
individual in the top twelve in the conference. · · 
Espelage recorded seven kills to go 
with 14 digs, and her team-high 61 '· 
assists. Senior Gabe Cook played 
well up front and had a team-high . ., 
seven block assists. 
XAVIER DEF. DUQUESNE 
15-5, 15-3, 15-2 
The team found themselves in 
Pittsburgh, Pa., the next night to 
take on the Lady Dukes of 
Duquesne University. Though they 
were looking to recover from their .. 
loss the night before with an easy 
win, they were quickly taken advan~ 
tage of by a fired up Duquesnetearn · 
15-11. 
Another loss would make a post (32 over the road trip) to go along 
season berth extremely difficult to with 12 digs. · Janszen followed 
attain. Knowing this, the XU, right behind with 15 kills (31 over 
women came out in game two de- the road trip). Espelage came up 
tergiined, to hold on tq their title with 10 digs and-a team-high 56 
·. shot.. They had to make a statement. ·assists. Bachus fell one· kill shy of 
that they were still the top team in another double-double (nirie kills 
the conference, and they were uri- · ·and a team-high 18 digs). 
willing to be kicked around. · . The win, th~ugh expeeted, al-
Before they knew game two had lowed the XU women to regain 
begun, the Lady Dukes found them- their shaky confidence and should 
selves beaten soundly by a sc6re of benefit them in their final two 
15-5. The match would be all XU matches this w~ek. With the A-10 
from there on, as the Lady Muskies title on the line, this week's match 
pounded away at Duquesne relent- ups should prove to be great 
lessly and defeated them 15-3, and matches. Both games will be at 
15-2. · Sc.hmidt Fieldhouse, and a big 
The aforementioned quartet crowd can only help the Lady 
again gave it their all and led the Muskies' cause. On Nov. 20, they 
way in the win. Osterday led the · will play heist to Massachusetts and 
team with another double-double. the following night will challenge 
s·he recorded a team high 16 kills . Rhode Island. 
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Women fall short in NCAA 
BY MATI MADCiES cit, Michigan escalated its already 
Assistant Sports Editor potent.pressure. The increased ef-
When . sophomore forward fort paid off when the Wolverines 
Annette Gruber decided to play · evened the score seven minutes 
soccer for Xavier,· she knew she lajer. 
would constantly be compared to_ It was then that UM freshman 
her All-American sister, Amanda. · Laurie Peterson headed in a comer 
Amanda, who graduated last kick from junior Emily Schmitt. 
May, left Xavier as the school's all- The goal knotted the game at one. 
time leading scorer in both goals · . JUNlt)RS . Michigan continued to keep the 
(67) and points (160). Sta_cey Kuhl·. ball in its offensive end and scored· 
"Automatically people tend to ·Adrienne Love in the 22nd minute when junior 
compare us, especially since we Amy Reiflshagen Shannon Poole found the back of 
play the same position;'' said Christie Reinshagen the net. The goal broke the tie and 
Annette. "However, it has moti- gave the Wolverines a 2-1 lead. 
vated me more to reach high goals SOPH()MORES Michigan increased its lead 
just like she did_." · Suzanne Bain when freshman Alissa Shaw scored 
Annette. enjoyed playing with Margaret Broe her first collegiate go.al with 1:03 
her sister last season_,· but also Erin Coley remaining fo the first half. The goal 
wanted to develop her own identity. Laura. Devore gave the Wolverines a 3-1 lead that 
This season gave Annette the op- Annette Gruber appeared to be the one they would 
portunity and she took full adv_an. Lisette Thiel possess heading into the second 
· tage. Mary Sue Wolfer half. 
"I tried to identify myself as a Ljke they have done all season, 
different player," said Annette. FRESHMEN - however, the Lady Musketeers re-
Not only was Annette able to Megan Hosty 'fused to quit. And, with just 12 sec-
uniquely identify herself this sea- Katie Hubbard onds remaining before halftime, 
son, but so was the entire women's Kristy Lonnemann Gruber scored her second goal of 
soccer team. . . . _ Liz Singer the game on a breakaway. 
The .team . made an impressive . "That's a trait of this team," said 
showing in its. first~ever NCAA and round of the Big Ten Touma- head coach Ron Quinn. "They just 
Tournament appearance, but came ment. The Wolverines were 8-3 -don't give up; we'll play to the fi-
up short in a 4~2 loss to Michigan. . entering the game. . rial second." 
The loss ended the team's season, Michigan came out strong and The goal was Gruber's 12th of 
but not the team's unique legacy. · quick to start the game. The_Wol- the season and cut the Michigan 
The women accomplished more verines' pressure was aided by the lead in half to 3-2. Xavier was 
this year than any other XU soccer presence of high winds to their outshot in the first half 14-3, but 
team has ever accomplished, and - back. · only trailed by one. 
will go down as the best team ever. Any tirrie Xavier attempted to. · "It doesn't matter. how many 
Included in the team's long list of clear the ball, the wind would blow [shots] you take,''-said Quinn. "All 
accomplishments is its first Atlan~ ·· .. it back into their-half of_the.fieli:L,;,,;;:,:,that matters arethe ones that go in.',' : 
tic 10 tournament championship. "We re~Ily didn;t know what ... Being down only one goal and 
The conference championship was was going to happen when the ball . having the wind to their backs in 
the first in any w9Jrien's sport since was in the air," said Gruber. "It was the second half, Gruber felt that it 
Xavier joined tilb- conference fo doing funny things and it definitely was looking really good. 
Sophomore forward Annette Gruber scored-both Xavier goals in 
the first round of the NCAA Tournament. · 
1995. made a difference. It was a big fac- Both teams came out strong to 
The women also made the tor.'' start the second half. Each had 
NCAA Tournament for the first 
time in the team's history. In addi- · 
tion, this was the first time that any 
Xavier soccer team, men or women, 
participated in the tournament. 
MICHIGAN 4, XAVIER 2 
Xavier and No. 24cranked 
Michigan had never met on the soc-
cer field before last Wednesday's 
match up in the first round of the 
NCAA Tournament. The NCAA 
Tournament game was the first-ever 
for the Lady Musketeers and only 
the second for the Wolverines. 
Entering the tournament, XU 
had only lost once in its last 13 
games, posting an impressive 11-
1-1 record for that stretch·. 
Michigan entered the tourna-
ment as an at-large selection after 
losing to Penn State 3-1 in the sec-
Xavier was able to withstand the. 
initial pressure from the Wolverines 
and made quick adjustments to the 
weather conditions. 
It was in the 11th minute that 
sophomore forward Erin Coley re-
ceived a pass and used her speed to 
carry the ball down the sideline. 
Once the Michigan defenders 
caught up, she passed to Gruber 
who was streaking toward the net. 
Gruber received the pass and· 
blasted a shot into the left side of 
the net just inside the goal post. The 
goal was Gruber's 11th of the sea-
son and the assist was Coley's sixth. 
"The goal. definitely gave us 
. more confidence," said Gruber. "It 
gave us more motivation and we 
knew that we really had a chance 
to beat them." 
Facing the early ·one-goal defi-
scoring opportunities early and of-
ten in the half, but neither was able 
to capitalize for much of the half. 
"It came down to who was go-
ing to be able to play well against 
the wind and who was going to be 
able to use the wind as an advan-
tage," said Quinn. 
The Lady Musketeers were not 
able to capitalize on the wind be-
ing at their back, while the blustery 
conditions did not seem to affect the 
Wolverines much in the second 
half. 
With under 12 minutes remain-
ing, Michigan was able to put the 
game out of reach when junior 
Ma~ie Spaccarotella knocked in a 
rebound. The goal gave the Wol-
verines the 4-2 lead. 
Xavier played all out over the 
last 12 minutes in hopes of a come-
back, ~ut the women were not able 
to cut'. into the lead. · 
When _the final horn sounded, 
Xavier's season was over. The loss 
pushed the team's final record to 
12-7-2. 
Although the team was disap-
pointed with the loss, it did not take 
long for the players to raise their 
heads and realize ali that they had 
accomplished over the season. 
"This was a really unique sea-
son," said Gruber. "To start out so 
rough and be able to stick together 
and overcome all the barriers we 
faced, we have really accomplished 
a big feat." 
LOOKING AHEAD 
The women will look to build on 
this season's successes _with a strong 
returning team next season. 
"When you have gone this far it 
is great for your program and your 
recruiting," said Quinn. "We are 
ready to see how far we can build 
this program." 
Quinn will need to bring in some 
new recruits who ·can contribuite 
right away as,the .team will Jose. 
seven seniors from this year's 
squad. 
Included in the losses will be 
goalkeepers Ann Marie Hubbard 
and Karen Kase, the only two goal-
keepers on the roster. 
Much of the defense will also 
have to be replaced. Senior defend-
ers Holly Grow, _Colleen Sav~ge and 
Keri Heedum will all graduate in 
May. 
The women will also· 1ose the 
experienced contributions of Amy 
Lemon and Regan Thaler in the 
midfield. 
Despite the losses of some key 
contributors from this season, the 
hopes and expectations will be high 
next fall. 
Most of the high hopes and ex-
pectations will be a result of every-
thing the Lady Musketeers do have 
returning .. 
"We have great hopes for next 
season," said Gruber. "This season 
showed us what it takes to be suc-
cessful." 
Swim teams capture victories over St. Louis 
BY BILL HUGHES 
Sports Writer 
The Xavier men's and womc;:n's 
swim teams were both successful 
against St. Louis University last 
Saturday. The men easily defeated 
the Bilikens 56~38. The women 
had a more difficult time, but still 
came out on top 53-42. 
In the men's competition, Xavier 
had first place finishes in the 200-
yard medley relay, 1000-yard 
freestyle,· 200-yard freestyle, 200-
yard individual medley, 100-yard 
butterfly and 500~yard freestyle. Junior Bill Roscheck timed in at and junior Nancy McDonald com-
In the 200-yard medley, Xavier's 55.73 to win the 100-yard butter- binedfora 1:57.28andafirstplace 
team of freshman Scott Webster, fly. In the 500-yard freestyle, fresh- finish. 
junior Paul Wilcheck, senior T.J. ·. man Michael Bloomfield placed Junior Jan Feichtner took first 
Dunker and sophomore Louis first with a time of 5:10.44. place in the 200-yard freestyle with 
Dissel took first place with a time The women had first place fin- a time of 2:03.11. In the 50-yard 
of 1 :41.91. ishes in the 200-yard medley relay, freestyle, Reilly timed in at 25.70 
JUnior Andrew Nixon placed · 200-yard freestyle, 50-yard for the victory. 
first in the 1000-yard freestyle fin-. freestyle, 200-yard individual med- Wilson placed first in the 200-
ishing in 10:41.45. Freshman Geoff ley, 100-yard butterfly, 100-yard yard individual medley w.ith a 
Brown was also victorious for the ·_ freestyle and 200~yard freestyle re- 2:16.64. Junior Marcella Broache 
Musketeers with a first place time. lay. turned in a 1:04.51 in the lOO~yard 
'of 1 :48.29 in the 200-yard freestyle. In the 200-yard medley relay, butterfly for the win. Wilson won• 
In the 200 IM, junior Scott Cain freshman Kelly Wilson, sophomore her third race of the meet· with a 
placed first with a time of 2:04.34. Rachel Reilly, senior Sarah Wayne, · · victory in the 100-yard ·butterfly 
and a time of 56.42. 
In the 200-yard freestyle relay, 
Xavier's squad of sophomoreJen-
nifer Kensill, Reilly, Wayne and 
Broache placed first with a time of 
1 :44.90. This lqst relay was cru-
cial for the Musketeers because a 
loss would have resulted in a loss 
in the meet. 
Both teams wiH have a few 
weeks off before returning to action 
against the University ofEvansville 
in Indiana on Dec. 5. 
.• .. ., ' 
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Women lose, win to open seas()n ~tdhtet1iceHoF 
R k · h · d M k b. xu 'R ·d d' b w;su 10 uc s •011~ oc ets s oot own us eteers, . ut . not az e · · y · . · evMATTMADCiEs 
Assistant Sports Editor 
BY MATT BARBER speed on defense was confounding 
Spans Editor the Raiders, and the Musketeers' · 
The home court advantage size advantage was paying divi-
reared its sometimes ugly, some- dends in the paint. 
times beautiful head this past week "01,1r posts did a good job of 
for the Xavier women's basketball moving to get open against their 
team. · zone defense," said sophomore for-
Against Toledo on Friday night, war~ Jen Phillips after t_he game. 
visiting XU could hardly make a Phillips had 11 points by halftime, 
shot from the floor, while every- at which point Xavier was winning 
thing the Rockets fired found the 46-25. 
bottom of the net. Last night how- The Musketeers put the· game 
ever, it was the Musketeers who away in the first five minutes of the 
were shooting the lights out at home second half, going on a 12-5 run. 
against a Wright State team that Xavier eventually stretched its lead 
seemed to be standing still next to to 34 points with less than 30 sec- . 
Xavier's team speed. onds to go, before two Wright State 
The Wright State Raiders (0-2) free-throws finished off the scoring 
·came into Schmidt Fieldhouse last at 89~57 inthe home team's favor. 
night slightly undersized and com- Phillips finished the game with 
pletely unprepared for the Muske- a double-double, pulling down 11 
teer defensive attack. Xavier (1-1) rebounds and putting up 17 points 
was coming off of a very tough loss including a 5-8 night at the free-
to Toledo. throw line. Sophomore center Taru 
The night started exactly how Tuukkanen's 14 points all came 
XU wanted it to as·the Musketeers with just over five minutes left in 
tallied the game's first 11 points the second half, Griggs' 12 points· 
before Wright State chimed in with . came on her 4-5 night from three 
a jumper more than two-and-a-half point -land and sophomore guard 
minutes into the contest. Xavier's · · Nicole Levandusky added 11 points 
scoring attack was led by freshman · to the Xavier cause. 
Katie Griggs' two three-pointers in Senior point guard Nikki 
the first 90 seconds of the game. Kremer was the floor general the 
· Six of XU's first nine successful Musketeers needed her to be, run-
shots from the floor were three- ning the offense and pressuring the 
pointers as the score by that p"oint Raiders on defense. Kremer fin-
was 25-10 in favor of Xavier. ished the night with six points, 
Two eight-point runs by Xavier ,. game-highs in assists and steals 
stretched the score to 39-17 with •·(eight and seven respectively) and 
just over four-and-a-half minutes just two turnovers. 
left to play in the first half.· XU's As a team, Xavier made 61 per-
~ came back from 
a tough loss ... and 
played well. It shows 
what.our kids are 
made of 
-Coach Mefanie Balcomb 
cent of its shots, including 9-16 
from three-point land. The team 
moved the ball around well aga~nst 
Wright State's zone defense, re-
cording 32 assists and having six 
players with three or inore. On the 
boards, XU out-rebounded WSU 
44-29. 
"I liked our defensive intensity 
tonight. We came back from a 
tough loss on Friday and played 
well. It shows what our kids are 
made of," said Xavier head coach 
Melanie Balcomb, who had the 
team work on defense and rebound-
ing in the practices between the 
Toledo game and last night's. 
Those practices must have made 
a difference because rebounding 
and defense.were two of the Mus-
keteers downfalls on Friday night 
when they took on Toledo, at To-
ledo, in their first-ever Preseason 
Women's National Invitation Tour-
nament game. 
The game started· well enough 
for the Musketeers; wh9 opened the 
scoring with eight straight points. 
Then their shooting went awry and 
Toledo built an 11-point lead. 
Xavier responded by going on a 13-
2 run to tie things up at 25. 
• With just two minutes remain-
ing in the first half, the score was 
tied at 35 apiece. The Rockets then 
went on an 8-1 run to end the half 
As part of the l IOth annual 
Xavier Homecoming this weekend, 
· Xavier will iriduct four members 
into. its Athletic Hall of Fame. 
up 43~36. THIS YEAR'S INDUCTEES 
The second half started with Eddie Biles: Biles served as the 
Toledo putting all the points onthe Musketeers' head football coach 
board this time, as XU managed from 1962-68. He compiled a ca~ 
only four to UT's 19 after seven- ree~recordof39-23-3,a58percent 
.and-a-half minutes of play. The winning percentage. · 
Musket~ers never really recovered Sa.brina DiBiagio '91: DiBiagio 
and the.Rockets prevailed 93~64. was a four-year rifle letter winner. 
The real stat of the game was A two-timeAllAil1erican, DiBiagio 
rebounds. Toledo pulled down 57 was Xavier's first four-time partici-
boards, while Xavier only grabbed . pant at the NCAA Rifle Champi-
34. Junior forward Kim Hotz led onships. · 
XU with six, followed·by Phillips Ted. Shalloe · '85,· During his 
with five. Xavier's leading scorers years atXavier, Shalloe started at 
were Phillips with 14 points and second base and led the baseball 
Levandusky with nine. team in several statistical catego~ 
Toledo had four scorers in ries. He still holds the records for 
·double-digits, led· by senior guard runs scor~d and stolen bases. 
. Kim Knuth's 23 points. Knuth . Derek Strong . '90: Currently a 
··added six rebounds; six assists, member of the Orlando Magic of 
three steais and zero turnovers to the NBA; Strong helped the Mus-
her stats line in guiding the Rock- keteers average 25 wins per season 
ets to the win. during his years at Xavier; Strong 
"It was a· learning experience, · was otte of the stars of the Muskie.s 
and we just have to put it behind us· · 1990 NCAA run, which took the. 
and get on with our season," said · team all the way tothe Sweet 16. 
Phillips. 
Xavier's next game is at Ohio 
State ( 1-0) where they will get a 
· good· took at the. brand new V!ilue 
City Arena at the Schottenstein 
Center on Monday night at 7:30 
p.m. The next home game for the 
Musketeers is against Eastern Ken-
tucky on Nov. 28 at 4 p.m. . 
The induction. ceremonies will 
take place at the Westin Hotel on 
Friday. The reception will be at 7 
p.m; followed by the dinner pro-
gram at 8 p.m. Inductees will also 
· be honored at halftime of the men's 
basketball game on Saturday. 
. _, .~; 
. Attention, alUID.ni: 
Do you .miss the weekly issue 
of the camp\].S newspaper, be it 
The Xavier Newswire, 
The Xavier University News 
or The Xavierian? 
We- can .help'.;; The name has· changed, but each issue.still rewards the·reader with comprehensive 
. coverage of the Xavier comrriu.nity. "!he Xavier Newswire is packed with Xavier news7 sports, entertainment and opinions. 
It's the best way to keep up with the events. an~ happenings of your alma mater. 
r--------------------------------------~--------------, 
Let TheXavier. 
Newswire provide you each 
week with: 
• In-depth coverage of campus events 
• Leading commentary and behind-
the-scenes insight into Xavier sports 
• Moving features of Xavier campus 
personalities and groups 
•Important campus security updates · 
Ye S ! Sign me up for a half-year home delivery subscription to The Xavier 
Newswire~ I understand I will receive 13 issues over the course of the second semester. 
I have enclosed my $20 payment with this form .. 
., . 
Name. . •. . . . ' ' . . ..... " ................................................................. . 
Address: ..................................................................... . 
City/State: · ....................... .' ........ : ....................... ~ ....... . 
Zip .Code: ............................................... : .......... ; ... -....... . 
Mail to: The Xavier Newswire. 
Business Manager 
3800 Victory Parkway 
. Cincinnati, OH 45207 
Please fill out this form completely and enclose a check or money order for $20 made out to The Xavier Newswire. 17Je Newswire is 
pri11ted 6n WednesdaY, Subscribers generally receive their issue the Monday after publication. 
L----~--~-------~-------~----~-----~------------------~ ' • ·' I • • 
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British lnva·sioll·.: 
. - . . ' _.,. -
.. 'i ·-·~· 
"British Elega~ce: )5ecorati ve Arts. fr(,IJ1 B urghley.H~~~~. ;, :pre~ 
sented by Cinergy will .be.shown at th~: Cincinnati Art¥useum 
. from Nov. 22 to Jan/17. This.coHeetion, from one ofthe oldest and. 
most influentiaf pri~at~ colleetions in Great Britain~ makes its North .. 
American premiere in Cincinnati; · · . · · 
DIVERSIONS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
C A M P U S _:I; V E N T S · -
Star light, star bright 
·~LAYERS' .PRoouq10N ·oi=_ ~~UPE1t51"AR' ·~~iNG xt\vlERWISHED·fOR 
. . 
. BY AARON BREFORD 
. Diversions Writer. 
... ·.-.From th~ opening notefo the fl.: 
. nal bow of"Jesus Christ S~perstar, \'. 
· the Xavier.Players treated this piece 
with tht'. intensity and professional 
digni.ty necessary to pull off such a · In addition, the Mµseum Cafe .will be transformed into a tea room; 
featuring sandwiches, pastries, scones and tea breads with assorted· 
preserves and clotted cream cheese. 
. .difficult 'and controversial· produc-
. tion. 
· For more.info, call 721~5204, ext. 236. 
Light up ·your h()liday 
. ' . . 
. Hoiidayin Lights,aCin~iniiati holiday tradition returns for its 
seventh year at Sharon Woods. ·The tradition continues from Nov. 
20 through Jan. 2, 1999 from· 6 p.m. - 10 p.m, on Sunday through · 
Thursdayand 6 p.m. -11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday. Featured 
this year are nightly hayrides, a Tunnel of Lights and a 36-foot high 
Holiday Castle. . ·. , 
Cost is $7 per car, $25 pei:40 passenger bus-and $15 per passen-
ger van larger than 15 passengers. Hayrides are $2 per child and $3 
per adult. Call287-7103 fofmore info. 
The.Charts 
This week's top·lO from the 
Billboard "Hot 100" Singles: 
1) "Doo Wop (That Thing):' 
Lauryn Hill · 
2) "Lately" Divine 
3) "Because of You'.' 98. 
Degrees·· 
4)."The _First Night" Monica 
. 5) "NobOdy's Supposed To -
Be Here" Del>!>rah Cox · 
6) "One Week".Barenaked 
Ladies, .. _, • .. . • . ·. 
7) ·~H.ow Deep Is Your Love" : : 
Dru· Hill I?eaturlDg Roonum 
8)"Ci'ush" Jennifer Paige ·· · 
9) "This Kiss'i Faith:Hill 
10) "I'il Be" Edwin McCain 
This week's top 10 albums . 
from the Billboard 200: 
1) Alanis Morrissette, 
Supposed Former Infatuation 
Junkie 
2) rl2,;The Bes~ of 1980- ·. 
1990([he B7Sides. ·. -·. 
J) iay-Z; Vol. 2 .. :Hard · ., 
K1Jqck Lif.1/ . . .. . . 
4) Celine J,)il,ni, These Are 
Special Times 
5) Soundtl:ack, Belly- ... . 
:.' 6) .'~Sync~ 'N'Syiu/ ' < 
7) Mia X, Mama D'Tama . 
8) D~ Hill, Enter·rheDr~• 
9) Shania TIVairi,' C:<?me ofz . 
Over .·,: 
10) Lauryn Hill, The 
.·· Misedu{;atl~ti of Lauryll Hill·.· . . ·,· ..... ;. ' ... 
·.~·. 
New Releases· 
The following were due for release on Nov. 10 ... 
Soundtrack, En~my of the State (Holl~wooCI) ... 112, Room 112. 
(Bad Boy/Arista) ... James Brown, Back Again (Private I/Mercury) · 
... Geto Boys, Pa Good Da BadDa Ugly (Noo Trybe/Virgin) .... 
God is My Co-Pilot, Get Busy (Atavistic) ... Whitney.Houston, . 
My Love/s Your Love (Arista) ... Ice· Cube, Weir and Peace - The 
Wat Disc (Priority)''.' Ja~kyl;"Stayin 'Alive (ShiinmerTone) ... Jewel, . . 
Spirit (Atlantic) ... Method Man, Tica/20,00: J1,1dgement Day (pef . ' 
Jam/Mercury) ... The Oft'sprfog,Amiiricana (Colombfa) .'.. Push, · 
Almost PornographiC (Z Records) ... Seal, Human Being (Warner 
Bros.) ... Sublime, Acoustic: BradleyNowey and Frien.ds (MC~) 
... all d~tes ai:e terifative. 
L . w· ·. 1ve .. - . ·.ires,:. 
Thursday, Nov .. 19 
Brooks & Dunn 
w/ R:eba McEntife; 
Terri Clark and David Ke.,sh 
@The Crown 
Saturday, Nov. 21 
Dave Matthews Band 
.w/ Bela Fleck & The 
. Flecktone5 
@The Crown 
. T,uesday, Nov. 24 
·Barenaked ·Ladies 
. wl Ruf~s Wainwright 
@.The crown·. 
· Wednesday,· Nov .. 25 
Brian Setzer. Orchestra. 
w/ 8112 Souveni~ 
·@The Crown 
•, 
"Jesus.Christ Superstar'.', is of-
ten misrepresented. .It is not a eel~ 
ebration of the. Gcispel ·ncir a eulogy· 
io Christianity's central .founder, 
Jesus Christ. 
In truth, this musical was writ~ . 
tehto. ~hallenge the status quo and · 
celebrate,. if anything,. the human 
side of Jesus.. In fact, the musical 
script leaves Jesus dead but resur-
rects Judas to sing the title number. 
As we described in last week's· 
preview, of this production, Direc~ . 
tor Cathy Springfjeld set the .piece 
in America fo the early 1970s rather 
than in first century Palestine. 
Given that authors Tim Rice and 
Andrew Lloyd Webber wrote the 
musical in. the early seventies, the 
connection worked power.fully. 
Chilling. ·. That is the word that 
Jesus (~rank C~i'nicom, left) and Peter (Jin;i E:lfers) . 
best describes the opening se- weekend's series of performances. ographers, Dee Ann Bryll and 
quence. The show begins with a Problems with the sound system· Linda Reiff did an outstanding job. 
host of warring factions protesting proved ·the ·most noteworthy of ' They were able to truiy highlight . 
or supporting the war in Vietnam.. these technical issues. The sound the~trength.ofthecast.·Xavierdoes 
· The dance concludes, and· Jesus . levels were inconsistent particularly . not have a dance major. like some . 
(Frank Carnicom) appears through . when thelead characters, who were other large universities, and yetthe 
the crowd, home:fr()rn' the war and. wearing body mies, would sing · .. cast of "Jesus Christ Superstar" re~ 
he is. greeted first by his good friend with the chorus. ally rose to the occasion. Bryll and 
Judas (Melvin D. Tunstall, ill). · Jii addition~ it VV,as very,;distra~i- Reiff-developed choreography that. 
Tunstall is the ringer brought·in · ing to hear a crackling and buzzing was· fun to watch and yet consis-
by Springfield to perform the .. sound during Jesus' opening song. tent with the dancing ability of the 
show's ,inost: challenging role. · This problem may not stem from. cast. .... . . '.:, ,,._ ·. . 
There\yas a greardeal of.excite- bumanerrorbutraiherquestionable Another bright.spot in the pro~ 
ment surrounding Tuns fall's ap- equipment. If that is the case, let's duction was the musical execution. 
pearance with the group. hope that as the Xavier Players con- With the excepti,on of Jared 
Hi's portrayal of Judas was pow- tinue to produce this caliber of.the- Troutman .. as Caiaphas, who had. 
erful and honest I was a bit disap- atre, somebody will give them a . some intonation problems, the sing-
pointed. when he hangs ~imself (I- grant fo b~y new sound equipment ing in the show was exceptional. 
am notgiving away the plot,- re~d . and body mies. · · ·· Carnicom as Jesus was very solid 
· the Bible), I was disappointed oe- In spite· of these glitches, the .. vocally· as ·w~IJ as Katie Spearman. 
cause the blackout to end the scene show had several bright spots. The as Mary Magdalene. The music in 
came too quickly for the' audience. first of these was Springfield's vi~ this show is quite difficult and they 
to gain the full effect of this ev~nt. suaUy exciting staging and interest... did an outstanding job. 
This represented only one of ing use· of space. She .added two . "Jesus Christ Superstar" plays 
.rriany techni.cal pr()blerris haunting sets of scaffolding to the stage through this weekend at the Xavier 
the production. Technical Director . which added several. levels for the Theatre. Tickets. can be purchased 
Dennis Kartye needs to whip things actors to sing and dance. at the box office . 
into shape a bit before this In terms of dancing, 'the chore-
EAT I DR I .N K AND BE. M. ER RY 
High times ftt Highlands 
·.BY LYNN SHANAHAN 
Diversions Writer 
. My dining companion and I the final addition 'of the Cajun · 
were seated at once and waited no chicken quesadilla's ($6.59) as an 
more than two mirmtes before our appetizer, our order ·was quickly 
The Xavier community has been server arrived saying, "Sorry to turned over to the kitchen . 
restless. Cries are heard· through- keep you waiting. What may I get While our meal was prepar.ed I 
out Noi:wood, begging for addi..- you to drink?" Two Jriinutes is no( had an opportunity_ toexplore the 
tional . hangouts to prov,ide. "grub, a long time to. wait, considering. I · surroundings. First, anyone who .is. 
grog and games.," Have no fear, usually wait longer for fast food~ .. ·. a sports fan will be pleased ti> knciw 
Highlands Bar & Grill h·as swooped ·. Highll!nds offers-a variety of sal- that Highlands has· nine strategi-
into OU.r fair tqwn and. eagerly ads, sandwiches, burgers, pasta and · cal,ly~placed televisi()nS, including 
awaits ·student$ With Xavier.pride, a~(>etizers,.along with' a few other one big-scre~n TV. In addition, 
a little ca~h and a hearty app~tite. cat~gories. :Making a decision. video games add to tlie casual and 
My visit to this new eatery. was · proved. to be very difficult.. I had . entertaining .atmosphere; 
a pleasant surprise from the mo- decided on the Cajun chicken sand- This establishment is Xavierstu- · 
ment.of my arrival. X:avier memo-_ wich ($6.99) until our server men-, dent friendly. Y~u can watch 
rabilia adorned t~e walls-:-- a sign tione& the speciai of the day, the.· .. Xavier basketball· '.wJ1ile enjoying 
of goqcl things to ccime. My miiid,' pork and shrimp.stir~fry ($8.95). I specials such as $1 drafts (with an 
though impressed, was not clouded committed to the special while my XU ID and license) and half-price 
by loyalty to the Musketeers, how- friend opted for a house fa~orite, the appetizers. Other specials are of-
ever. . Black Jack Burger ($6.99). With See GRUB; page_ l_B 
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Strangefolk, moe. wear out their welcome 
GROUPS' LACK·OF ENERGY, DRAWN-OUT INSTRUMENTALS AND HALF.;.HEARTED PERFORMANCE DISAPPOINT CROWD AT BOGART'S 
BY JONATHAN MOSKO ing struggle helped you get your 
. Asst. DiversionsEditor mind off the music. 
''Despite my some\\'.hatHmited The .floor Of Bogart's was 
experience, I've never met a c:on~ . packed by the time moe. appeared 
cert I.didn't like; That is, until I . onstage to begin their set. As the 
s~w riloe. ~t Bogarfs las(Wedries- ·. first few notes filled the room, you 
day, Don~t get me wrpng; it wasn't could feel the nervous energy 
bad, but this1 is one instance in bottled up inside the smoky little 
which you. might be better off just ·venue; 
buying the CD. · · The boys from upstate New York 
The trouble began with the lack- led off with a couple of songs from 
luster opening act, "Strangefolk." theii' newest album, Tin Cans and 
Strange th·ey might have been, but ·. Car Tires; 
they were fairly competent musi- Most bands try to get their fans 
clans; The problem was that it ap- . ·. pumped up during the early songs, 
peared that Strangefolk's idea of a but as ordinarily flowing fast songs 
typical song was to combine ab:out were dragged out through seem-
five lines of lyrics with five min, ingly endless solo parts, I had an 
ut~s of dueling guitar solos - urge to stand up and yell, "Get on 
lather, rinse and repeat. · with it, ma,n!" · 
Occasionally; the volume of the · Th.e style that moe. chose that 
including laser lights, 
flashbulbs and undulat-
ing beams of colored 
light, not unlike a bowl 
of straight Fruit Loops. 
These effects 
complemented the 
· sometimes wild music, 
but on occasion the 
combination of lights 
and smoke made it hard 
to see the band itself. 
The high point (or 
low point, depending on 
whose side you're on) 
came in the fifth song of 
the set, a 45-minute 
long instrumental piece. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF SONY/550 MUSIC 
guitars drowned out what few lyr- evening was powerful, guitar-
ics there were to be heard. driven rock, and like their opening 
Strangefolk's set lasted a stagger- , act, the vocal part was again used 
ing 50 minutes and encompassed sparingly. Also, like Strangefolk, 
three songs, including a cover of moe. stayed more or less rooted to 
"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot." their spots onstage during their per-
Now, don't misun-
derstand me - I like 
guitar music, especially 
good guitar music, and 
moe. has some very tal-
ented band members. 
Although moe. seemed to be having a blast at the time this photo was 
taken, their pe.rformance last week was a little less emotive. 
. Also, Strangefolk had little stage formance, milking for an unimpres-
personality. Every man stuck to his sive stage presence. 
microphone, the only other move-. I'm not entirely sure about this, 
ment was the occasional head bob but at the end of the first or second 
by the rhythm guitarist, as if to say, song, one of the band members in-
"Yep, this sucks all right." ·quired if Satan (or: maybe Seton) 
High points of the opening act was "in the .house." As it turned 
were the six-minute guitar solo in out, neither were, and the show con-
their second song, and the time that tinued witho11tincident. 
the bass player got his hair stuck in During the. performance, moe. 
the strings of his guitar. The ensu- made use of various lighting styles, 
. ., •' ' 
But long guitar solos are 
· like.cheese pizza - after a while, 
it gets boring. 
However, the long driving gui-
tar solos did provide an exciting 
soundtrack for the confrontation 
between a few of the club's secu-
rity personnel and one of the pa-
trons who had a few too many bev- · 
erages and decided to get a tad un-
ruly.· 
Fortunately, (because I was 
seated right behind him) the situa-
tion was defused and everyone re-
'Sparks' brigltt, reflective 
RUBIO'S NEW NOVEL OFFERS A STORY OF SELF-DISCOVERY 
BY LORAINE CROUCH · 
News Features Editor 
The holidays are· quickly ap-
proaching and the dread and relief 
of final exams hangs in the air like 
a bittersweet stench. 
None of you have time to sit 
down with a good book right now. 
In fact, the idea of reading for some-
thing other than memorization may 
be completely foreign to you, but 
as soon as the pandemonium of this 
semester has ended, you might want 
to try a different approach. 
I highly recommend Gwyn 
Hyman Rubia's new book Icy 
Sparks. · 
Rubia's unique first novel is a 
masterfully-written story about Icy, 
a girl growing up in rural Kentucky 
in the '50s with a terrible secret. 
Behind her golden locks and 
sweet smile hides a self-conscious 
IO-year-old who frequently feels 
the urge to croak, jerk and convulse. · 
These spasms, she finds out as · 
an adult, are caused by Tourette's · 
Syndrome, but her childhood is 
marked with urges no one, not even 
she, can understa~d. 
The stciry focuses on her struggle 
to suppress· and ultimately accept 
who she is, croaks and all. In addi-
tion to her inner struggle, Icy' must 
convince the people .around her she 
is not crazy. . . 
Orphaned at a very young age, 
Icy is called to iive outhbr legacy 
with the support of her loving but 
confused grandparents and th.e help 
of her friend, an obese woman who 
has also felt the sting of separation. 
Her classmates call her "frog child," 
her teacher belittles her every 
chance she gets and even sentences 
her to solitary confinement. 
Differences are not warmly ac-
cepted in her small rural commu-
nity~ especially differences no one 
comprehends. 
Not only does Rubio show us 
how Icy's neighbors, family and 
friends deal with her difference, but 
she challenges readers to think 
about their own perceptions of dif-
ferences in others and themselves. 
Icy learns a new lesson in diver-
sity when she is sent to a psychiat-
ric hospital in another town. Here 
she comes face to face with people 
even more separated from the out-
side world than herself, and she 
.learns to love them. 
Only when she returns to her 
beloved farm can Icy truly grow 
into adulthood and learn to love 
herself. Her· struggles and joys 
along the way are serious, sad, hi-
larious and uplifting. 
Rubio entices the reader to con-
tinue page after page with her ex~ 
ceptional writing style. The words 
seem to flow freely from the page 
and carry the reader to the next. 
Her description of the physical 
and emotional realm rings frue. You 
can almost smell the sweetgrass of 
a Kentucky meadow, feel the wind 
agafast your face and hear the echo-
if!g laughter. 
Despite these peaceful images, 
Icy's pain is so vivid you can feel 
her emotional torment. · 
Icy's character fascinates and 
resonates. Despite the quirks of her 
unique story, anyone who has ever 
struggled with self-discovery and 
self-acceptan'Ce can identify with 
her amazing journey. 
When the semester comes to a 
close and you are finished learning 
from professors and textbooks (for 
a little while), I challenge you fo 
find out just how much this 10-yeiir-
old can teach you. 
Icy Sparks by Gwyn Hyman 
Rubio is now available from Viking 
books. The 308~page, hard-cover 
novel 'sells for $24.95.-' 
turned to their seats unharmed. 
(Cheers for Bogart's bouncers!) 
During this instrumental mara-
thon, I caught one of the guitar play-
ers st.arting to act like he was hav-
ing a good time, actually moving 
around a little as he played. How-
ever, he calmed down after a few 
moments of vigorous convulsive 
activity. 
I came away from the show with 
a feeling of disappointment. · The 
music of moe. was good, but the 
band's live performance was 
uninspiring. 
It could have been better: Cut a 
song shorter here, add some onstage . 
antics there and you've got your-
self a righteous club show. · 
When you spend more than a 
few minutes wondering just how 
long some guy is willing to play his 
guitar, it really detracts from the 
experience. 
Take five, fellas, and try it again. 
. . ·~ ,. . . , 
No tie required 
NEWPORT PROVIDES A HOMECOMING ALTERNATIVE 
BY JOHN WHITAKER 
Diversions Writer 
. Homecoming schmomecoming. 
While your friends are wonder-
ing if their shoes match their eyes, 
you are perched on the brink of the 
greatest weekend of live tock 'n' 
roll Cincinnati has seen in a very 
long time. 
Your weekend should revolve 
around the greatest place in the area 
to see a live show, Newport's own 
Southgate House. 
Just across the river sits this old 
ante-bell um mansion that plays host 
to Knoxville's V-Roys on Friday 
and Dayton's own drunken heroes, 
Guided by Voices, on Saturday. 
Let's start off with the kids from 
Tennessee. I saw them for the fjrst 
time two years ago, knew nothing 
about them and danced myself silly. 
Understand? I didn't know any 
songs· and they had me dancing all 
night. Not a small feat. 
Bypass the vinyl thumping and 
get back to the guitar, bass and.drum 
combo.' 
Boasting a strong line-up of 
original tunes as well as an occa-
sional cover like "Smoky Joe's 
Cafe," the V-Roys offer an unpar-
alleled night of entertainment. 
When was the last time you were 
· really entertained? 
Let Snoop throw his hands. in the 
air, you'll be shaking your hips to a 
twangy, edgy, heart-breaking and 
just plain fun group of guys. (Think 
Hank Williams, Sr., courting the 
Replacements.) 
The party continues as GBV pull 
into town on Saturday. Guided By 
Voices· was a low-fi indie rock 
group before it was cool, or for that 
matter even intentional. Bob Pol-
lard, a former grade school teacher, 
leads these guys in two-minute-or-
less songs of pure bliss. 
Dancing, beer swilling and 
sloppy, sloppy debauchery. 
Come on kids. Halloween 
wasn't nearly debaucherous 
enough. Come and see GBV, and 
guess who is going to be in the band 
this time. Bob will do a leg kick 
for you. , 
Both shows are $12, which 
sounds steep until you consider the 
price you would pay for tickets, 
beer and dry-cleaning in order to 
attend that dance for sissies. 
Come to a historic site, see two 
great bands, and, well, you still have 
to buy beer, but you can drink it to 
a live rendition of "Cold Beer 
Hello," a truly magnificent display 
of song writing by the V-Roys. 
Plus, you don't have to worry 
about someone spilling something 
on your suit or dress .. 
Tickets can be purchased for the 
V-Roys show at the Southgate 
House (431-2201). 
Guided By Voices tickets can be 
purchased through Ticketmaster 
(562-4949). 
..... , ,, 
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Grub, grog ?Dd ·g~µies 
Continued from page 16 
fered during Monday night football, 
Saturday college football and _la-
dies' night. · . 
The chicken quesadilla appetizer 
we ordered could be a: nieal in it-
self. The zippy taste of th0 appe-
tizer was well complemented with 
the sides of guacamole, salsa and 
sour cream. 
Soon after, our entrees arrived 
looking both colorful and tasty. The 
pork and shrimp stir-fry contained 
a healthy combination of snap-peas, 
peppers, mushrooms and carrots. 
Throughout this blend I found gen-
erous strips of pork and plump 
shrimp. Though the filling dish was 
a bit salty, it was not overwhelm-
ing. 
My . companion's ·meal was 
simple in presentation and well-
cooked. I must note if you love 
french fries, Highlands cooks up 
great ones. They are fresh and 
crisp, without a puddle of grease. 
Finally, I took a chance and or-
dered the Lock Lomond Hot Apple 
($2.99). E~en though Iain a choco-
late fan, this gooey delight didn't 
leave me wit~ one regret. The cara-
mel was enough :of a. reason to 
· spoon up every bite. For choco.late 
!Overs, the Brownie Volcano 
($3.49) is available. 
On the whole, the entire lunch 
was a pleasant experience due to a 
knowledgeable and courteous staff, 
casual surroundings and ·a great 
menu. Though students may find 
some menu choices to be a bit ex-
pensive, most entrees will not drain 
. the poc~etbook. 
Although the surroundings are 
conducive to sporting events and 
casual dining, Highlands also 
serves as ~ nearby eatery perfect for 
couples out on a date. 
, Stop in soon to Highlands, lo-
cated in the Quality Inn Hotel on 
Montgomery Road (next to Frisch 's 
Big Boy). 
If you are searching for good 
"grub, grog and games" you can 
now find it close to campus. 
.Now Rentina 





WE'LL HELP YOU EARN· 
$40,000 FOR COLLEGE. 
Now the Army can help you earn more than ever 
before for college, if you qualify. .. up to $40,000 with the · 
Montgomery GI Bill plus the Army College Fund. 
This could be the perfect opportunity. to earn the . 
money you need for college and develop the qualities that 
will help you succeed on'ce you get there. For more infor-
mation, call your local Army Recruiter. 
(513) 731"'.4400. 
.ARMY 




is this real? 
(Reprise) 
Upon first listening oflisahall's 
latest album is this real?, I would 
swear I've heard this somewhere 
before, although I'm not quite able 
to place it. The band originates in 
England, which leads to many at-
tempts at comparison with other 
female-led bands, but there is still 
something that separates lisahall 
from other bands. 
This separation ·could be 
summed up in the repeating refrain 
of their current single, "everybody's 
comatose." I wonder if this is 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
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where the band fotends theii m~sic . The lyi:ics appear ccmtrived at 
'to place the listener .;;_:;'in a coma-· times;" this is noticeable on.the sen-
tose state.· Or maybe just slightly sual exploration, "chocolate/' with 
numbed from the unoriginality. the repeating plea "All my love for 
This might be a little too criti- you melts like chocolate:" 
. cal. Wherea_s the majority qf the What makes this particular song 
production lacks any attention- enjoyable, however, is thecormec-
grabbing elements, the drum loops tion .of the music and ihe lyric .. The 
and electric orchestra c:reated by the music starts with simple, slow gui-
band compliment lead singer Lisa tar; reminiscent of melting choco-
Hall's voice well at times.· late. The music layers and builds 
On the titl¢ track, Hall's constant up to the point where it seemi;:the 
repetition of the song's title takes passion Hall feels is going to over-
on a certain quality of longing when flow. It then abruptly returns to the 
surrounded by the keyboards, initial guitar, like waking from a 
which build into a siren sound. The dream. 
effect is comfortably numbing. This is a stunning effect, yet not 
This feeling returns on the echo- enough tq save this disc, because 
ing vocals of"the sign." Hall sings one realizesthere is nothing all that 
with a breathy, soothing passion, . · appealing about a hunk of melting 
"the sign I see everywhere," cteat- chocolate. 
ing a certain softness, most pleasur- Lisahall shows shades of possi-
able to the ears. bility, but wallows too Jong in me-
As the disc progressed, it be- diocrity. The production and lyr-
came evident that the lyrics are not ics, although pleasing at times, fall 
· overwhelmingly brilliant. The re- short of sustaining the impact Hall's 
frains of the songs appear more as · voice attains. 
meditations, repeating the same 




Need a ride ~o.the airport 
T}lanksg1v1ng Bro l~ for ~a~? 
Limited number available 
Call Carol at 7 45-3202 
Sponsored by Student Government 
Free preunancvteSIS • 24 hour helpline 
321-3100 
Pregnancy Problem Center, East, Inc. 






2692 Madison Road •3sr~94'6*•.Nofwood 
3 of 4 med school. 
students who took·a 
commercial ftl,CAT prep 
course took Kaplan! 
Shouldn't you?· 
Call today for a class schedule and to enroll! 
1 ·BOO·KAP·TEST 
www.kaplan.com 
'MCAT Is a registered trademark of the.Association of American Medical Colleges. 
t199.e Survey of medical students by Bruskln-Goldring Research. 
For more delalls of the survey, check out our web site at ~.tcapfan.com/mcaL 
OUR GUARANTEE: 
.: You won't see graphic descriptions 
. of illicit acts. in .The Xavier. Newswire. 
N ..... '"!. XAV····.IE·R·.· .. u ... N·IVERS.1Tv·E .. ·... E. 'J\'SW ... ··· .... l .. R 
A welcome bastio!/!enry amid tb.e salacious Americf!n press 
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Better Ingr~dients. 
. Better Pizza. . 
XAVIER. SPECIAL 
'' HOURS: . ' 
.· Mon .. w Thurs. 









4539 Montgomery Rd. 731-5959 
NOW HIRING 




Your connection to> 
The campusMCl9 Hummerfl is coming to i:arnpUs;se> 
Check it out for your chance to win great prizesi '~\~\t 
including Cannondale" mountain bikes, Rollerblada™·:g .. 
ViabladEi™ ParkllVay in-line skates, skateboards (provid~ ?:'\'. 
ed by Tum Veto), Vew-do9 balance boards, Cdnow ··. ': :, 
prize packs and morel (We're giving away everything .. 
but the Hummert) 
To qualify, just use your campusMCI Card9 or school 
sponsored telephone service.* For every $10 worth of 
calls, you get.one chance to win. The more you call, 
the better your chance to.win I The contest runs . 
through December, so. keep calling all semester long .. ' 
The campusMCI Card is a Communication 101•M no-
brainer for staying connected to family, friends andthe 
world. Now it can connect you to awesome prizes tool 
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Nove'mber 18 
The campus favorite, ~nterna­
tional Coffee Hour, is at 3:30 
p.m. in Kuhlman. That is a slight 
change, but change is a'good thing 
in our lives of repetition. 
They are having a Jazz Festi-
val for us in the Terrace Room. 
Take time to relax from 9-11 p.m. 
and drink more coffee because it's 
free, not because you need more 
coffee, because you don't. (Re-
member, you went to International 
Coffee Hour six hours ago.) 
"House of Blues: Highway 
61" is playing at the Aronoff. This 
8 p.m. performance is a cultural 
experience, since you try to have 
one every once in a while. 
Godsmack is playing at 
Bogart's, if that is the type of cul-
ture you would rather experience. 
Ii; llJ if i 1 J!\'I 
November 19 
The School for Creative and 
Performing Arts is performing 
"The Music Man" at their school. 
The show begins at 7:30 p.m., and 
tickets are $8 for students. It 
would be a nice change from the 
bar scene. 
>-By Katie Conkey >-To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML2ll9. 
·fRIDAY 
November 20 
The volleyball team is playing 
the University of Massachussetts 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. 
Go, my child, support our women 
athletes. 
Jesus Christ Superstar is at 8 
p.m. in the University Center 
Theatre. Bet you knew that one. 
You'd better go; you don't have 
much time to spare. 
Comedyfestis at 9 p.m. If you 
aren't at the play, you should be 
in the Cafe. Somehow SAC got 
that really, really funny guy from 
the Police Academy movies that 
makes really, really funny noises. 
And we have the opportunity to 
see him, and some other come-
dian, for only $3. And since it's 
in the Cafe, that means there is all 
you can drink caffeinated bever-
ages, which will give you a high, 
and make the funny guy seem even 
funnier. This is gonna be fun. 
If it doesn't make sense, jt's not. 
intended for you and you need to 
ignore it. If it does, enjoy it. 
Hypnotic Clambake is play-
ing at Ripley's Alive. This 9 p.m. 
performance will be something 
else, unless you are somewhere 
else, theri it won't be much ofany-
thing since you won't hear or see 
them. 
The parad~ follows .the road 
. race at 11:05 p.m. It's atthe same 
place (imagine that).· This should. 
be a must because your friends 
worked really hard on floats to rep-
resent the different organizations 
they are involved in. And if you 
helped build them, all the more 
reason to go. If this is your sleep- _ 
ing time, then you are excused, but 
you won't be liked. 
See your alumni friends who 
are in town because they think tqey 
have to travel to have a good time. 
Oh, forgot, they do. 
This busy day continues with 
the men's basketball game 
against Chicago State at 2 p.m. If 
you think this is an away game, 
you are an idiot. If you don't know 
where home games are, it doesn't 
matter because the buses take you 
there. Our school really cares 
about our safety. Actually, they 
know you all (well, the drinkers) 
started the day with kegs and eggs. 
You will be back in time to 
walk over to the Fieldhouse for 
the volleyball game against Rhode 
Island at 7:30 p.m. Just because 
it is Homecoming, it doesn't mean 
you can forget about the other 
teams. 
It is the second last day of Jesu5 . 
Christ Superstar, The show be~ 
gins at 8 p.m. in the tJniversity 
Center Theatre. You can go to 
this and still make the dance if you 
try. There is always tomorrow. 
Finally, the Homecoming 
Dance. This year's dance is at the 
Omni Hotel located in the beau-
tiful downtown area (cause you 
won't remember). The festivities 
are from 10 p.m.-2· a.m. (Or 
whenever you start them to when-
ever you stop them.) The buses 
are kind enough to start transport-
ing students at 9:45 p.m. There 
will be a cash bar for anyone who 
hasn't had enough and has money 
(or finds someone with some); and 




What a beautiful day to sleep 
off a hell of a night. Don't hog 
the covers. 
Oh, boy. It's the last night for 
Jesus Christ Superstar. If you 
didn't go, this is your last chance. 
It's only $5 with your ID. Just go 
to the University Center Theatre 
at 8 p.m. If you don't go, you'll 
have horrible nightmares later in 
life about missing this perfor-
mance and you will end up in the 
asylum because ofJk 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
. . 
Our Commuter Service friends 
are having their Annual Thanks-
" giving Dinner, and they are inyit-
ing you. Bring )'our $2 or three 
cans of food that have "been sitting 
in your cupboard sincetwo semes-
ters ago to Buenger between 4 
and 6:30 p.m., and you will get a 
wonderful· turkey dinner: 
. ' God's love is like a beer com-
mercial This isn't a b~d thi~g. 
Pax Christi is showing their 
peace film of the month in Alter 
B-11. Keep reading if you want 
to know what movie is playing. 
"The Power of One" will be 
shown at7 p.m. Start th.e discus-
sion of the film afterwards with 
"Why was there no· popcorn or 
sourpatch kids?" 
Men's basketball is playing 
Morgan State at 7 p.m. Should 
be a great game at the Gardens. 
If so, they sell beer. If not, they 
sell beer. It's all good. 
For $10 a ticket at 7 :30 p.m, 
you can attend the annual Cincin-
nati Entertainment Awards at 
the Taft. Theatre. All your local 
favorites might be there, if they are 
getting an award. 
November 24 
It is the last day of classes be-
fore Thanksgiving, so there is 
nothing for you to do except go to 
class (or not) and pack. Then get 
home (or wherever you are going) 
and be thankful you have some-
where to go. Or you can go to the 
bar and go home tomorrow when 
you wake up. It is completely up 
X-treme Fans are meeting at 
·S·p.m• in-Kelley Auditorium to 
discuss student seating, tailgating, 
traditions of Xavier fans and the 
secret to wearing all of that paint 
on your body at the game and 
never 11.eeding to itch it. Let the 
mystery finally be solved. And for 
those who prefer to wear shirts at 
the game, there will be free ones 
(but only for the real fans). l'!!i llJ 1111!\'I 
When it gets dark (since it hap-
pens so damn early these days), go 
to the Festival of Lights at the 
Zoo. If you don't want to go to-
night, that's OK. They will be up 
and on till Jan. 3. 
Any ideas of what to do before 
the dance? 
to you, but whatever you decide, 
have a Happy Thanksgiving, eat 
lots, and come back with leftovers ~ 
. for two weeks of classes and o.ne ~ 
November 21 November 23 week of exams. I Reba McEntire and Brooks & 
Dunn are performing at the 
Crown at 7 :30 p.m. This is go-
ing to be a good show. 
Jesus Christ Superstar is at 8 
p.m. in the University Center 
Theatre (like you didn't know). 
Coffee. hour is before in the Grill. 
This wonderful Homecoming 
day begins with a nice run. For 
those crazy (or sober) enough, the 
All for One Classic SK road race 
begins at 11 a.m. on Victory 
Parkway, in front of the sports 
center. Registration begins long 
before that. 
This is for those who feel they 
haven't seen the Dave Matthews 
Band live enough, and bought 
tickets for the show at the Crown. 
If you don't have tickets for the 
show (starting at 7:30 p.m.), you 
have permission to play as much 
DMB as you want and as loud as 
you want at your pre-dance party. 
The Interfaith Service of . 
Thanksgiving is at 4 p.m. in 
Bellarmii:ae Chapel. It is. a cel-
ebration of music, readings and 
prayers from the Christian, Jew-
ish and Muslim traditions. Fol-
lowing this cultural event is a re-
ception in Nieporte Lounge. 
That was a lie; there is some-
thing to do tonight in addition to 
the bar. Barenaked Ladies are 
undressing at the Crown at 8 p.m. 
Just kidding, they areri't getting ! 
undressed. 'No need to, they are 1·] 
funny as it is. Don't forget the mac 
'n'cheese. , 
~'..' SPRING BREAK ***Act now! Call for best Spring Break prices to South Padre (free meals), Cancun, Ja-
maica, Keywest, Panama City. 
Reps needed •.. travel free, earn 




Credit Card fundraiser for 
student organizations. You've 
seen other groups doing it, now 
it'f! your turn. One week is all it 
takes. NO gimmicks, NO tricks, 
NO obligation. Call for informa-
tion today.1-800-932-0528 x65. 
www.ocmconcepts.com 
TRAVEL 
Spring Break '99 Panama 
City Beach. The Boardwalk 
Beach Resort - Spring Break 
Headquarters. Packages from 
$19 per person. Closestfo Spin· 
naker and La Vela. Host of 
Sports Illustrated Beach Club. 




cal Nutrition Company seeking 
ambitious leaders to associate 
with former XU/NBA player. Call 
Jan Cleary @ 321-1545. 
www.bodywise.com. 
SPRINGBREAK 
Florida, Texas, Cancun, 
Mexico, Jamaica, etc. Browse 
www.lcpt.com & call 800-327· 
6013. Best hotels, prices & par-
ties. Reps, organizations, & pro·· 
moters wanted. Inter-Campus 
Programs. 
FOR RENT 
Female roommate needed 
for spring semester at 1 029 
Dana. 5 min. walk from campus, 
off-stre~t parking. Available for 
summer too. Call Colleen 
@559-1545. 
TRAVEL 
Spring Break Jamaica 
Shuttle 7"nlghts; for $507 each, . 
from Cin·cinnati. FREE 
ReggaeJAM Spring Break infor-
. matlon .. Operators. 9-5 .. (aoo) 
873-4423.Jammon@gte.net. 
classifieds 
Classifieds are 25 cents per 
word with a $5 minimum. To 
place your classified, call the 
advertising manager at 
745-3561. 
FOR RENT 
Female roommate· wanted 
to share apartment. $217 a 
month. Walking distance from 
campus. Call 772-0909 .. 
FOR RENT 
· 3 bedroom house, 1/2 mile 
from Xavier, . 70 yards from 
Kroger, hardwood floors, central 
air,. new appliances, free laun-
dry; off-street parking. private 
backyard, $1100 a month+ utlli~ 
ties. Call 351-2178 x5. · 
TRAVEL 
#1 Spring !3reak Specials! 
Book early & receive a free meal 
planlll Cancun & Jamaica $399, 
.Bahamas $459, Panama City 
. $99. 1-800-234· 7007. 
www.endlesssummertours.com. 
FOR RENT 
Houses for rent - next sum-
mer. 2. 4-bedrooms, 1 ~3 bed-
. room & 17-bedroom with 31/2 
baths. Mansion. Easy walk to 
classes. Equipped kitchens, 
washers & dryers. Call 321· 
0043 or 241-9421. 
HELP WANTED 
Hyde Park Florist has part· 
time job available for conscien-
tious student. Flexible hours, job 
includes processing flowers & . 
plants, helping in design room 
& some delivery. Must have 
clean driving record. Please call 
Buttelwerth Florist@ 321-3647 
for an appointment. 
TRAV.E.L 
A #1 Spring Break ... hours 
& hours of free drinks! Earn 2 
free trips & $$$$$! Cancun, Ja-
maica, Florida, Barbados, Ba-
hamas. Lowest prices/best 
meal plan. 1·800-426-7710/ 
www.sunsplashtours.com. 
HELP WANTED 
Landscaping: Dan Druffel, 
Inc;, an award-winning land· 
scape firm, located ii). Walnut 
·Hills is seeking motivated qual-
ity conscious people. Full time · 
positions, top pay, benefits, ad· 
vancernent opportunities. ~ef­
erences requested. Call 241· 
ens M·F, 1 o-3:30. 
HEALTH/BUSINESS OPP. 
Health enthusiasts! By the 
time It takes you to complete a 
college degree, you could be 
earning a 6-figure income. To 
learn about Body Wise lnterna· 
tional, call Jan Cleary @ (513) 
32M545. www.bodywise.com. 
CAR FOR SALE 
1992 Plymouth Colt GL, 3Dr 
hatchback, 5 speed, 42,000 
miles, $3,750 or best offer. Call 
271-1941. 
CHILDCARE 
Child care sitter needed who 
is warm, energetic, responsible 
individual with own transporta· 
lion to care for 3 children, 6 yrs, 
2 yrs & 9 months. In Mt. Look· 
out home. Occasional week· 
days, evening hours & Sat. eve-
nings. Please call 321-6146. 
HELP WANTED. . .. 
Free CD holders, T-shirts, 
prepaid phone cards. Earn 
$1,000 part-time .on campus. 
Just call 1-800-932-0528 X64. 
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